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The study of Buddhist teachings presents the student with an

enormous varíety, corresponding, in many cases, to the wide array
of sectarian distinctions within the sphere of Buddhism.

Consequently, various Ínterpreters have presented the Buddhars

teachings ín a number of ways. It can be argued however, that
within the diverse sphere of 'Buddhist' thought' a central theme

stands out: namely that the runtrained life' is ful1 of hardship or
suffering, and there is a means or method by which an indÍvidual
can overcome suffering (dukkha). Although students of Buddhism

argue about what constitutes this method, they agree that the
Buddha saw hís mission as providing a means by which an individual
can surmount rstates of Ioss.' In the Pali Canon of Theravada

Buddhism, suffering, hardship, Ioss, etc is voiced primarily
through the use of the metaphor of bondage; the untrained
Índividual viewed as living in bondage to an untrained or
"unskillful" condition, and the Buddha advanced a corpus of
teachings (the dba¡nma) to províde "refugte" or a means to overcome

bondage (bandhana). In order to avoid the extremely difficult
(perhaps imposslble) question of 'what is BuddhJ-sm, I this paper is
restricted to providing a characterization of the refuge presented

in the Pali Canon.
Alongside the metaphor of bondage, the PaIi Canon presents

anot.her met.aphor of central importance. In the untrained life'
specific actíons, perspectives, and character traits defile the
indíviduat; these defiting aspects of life are viewed as cankers.

These actions, perspectives, and characLer resemble a degenerative
disease, that if not 'wisely attended tor' will corrupt the
individual, and thereby insure greater hardship. The teachings irt
the Pali Canon are primaríIy concerned witn combatting the cankers

of untrained action, perspectíve, and character. We contend that
an indívidual's actions, perspective, and character are properly
subsumed under the heading of the moral life. For this reason, a

study of the ethical teachings presented in the Pati Canon provides

a means of understanding the moral life; that is, the state of
existence achíeved with the overcoming of bondage and the
attainment of freedom from suffering.
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The Buddhars conceptions of action, perspective, and character
are thoroughtly interrelated. An individual's character (thought
of primarily ín terms of dispositions) colors his/her perspective
on tife. An individual's perspective on life functions to promote

specific actions. An individual with a greedy character, for
example, wíll tend to have a perspectj-ve on life that is dominated
by attachment to the things for which he,/she Iusts. Attachment, in
turn, inclines the individual to act to acquire those things that
the individual desi-res.

The relatÍonship moves the other way as well. As an

índividual acts in a certain determinate manner, he/she develops a

particular perspective, and more firmly establishes those character
traits t,hat can be correlated to a given set of actions. As the
embezzJ-er cheat,s those around him/her' for examPle, his,/her
perspectíve on t,híngs wíll be dominated by a love of the matería1
things that his,/her shady activities provide, and his /}:,er character
wíIl be dominat,ed by greed. Given this interrel-ation of action,
perspective, and character, the Buddha felt that the key to
transcending the untrained Lífe lies in developing the proper
character and perspective. and performing tgoodr actions. The key
to ímproving one's situation lies in 'betteríng oneself.' For this
reason, $re feel that the Buddha's moral teachíngs are best
understood r^rithin an Arístotelian, rather than a Kantian,
framework. That is, the Buddha taught a virtue, or self-fulfiLment
ethic (though he consístently deníes the exístence of a self),
rather than a duty ethic.

Proceeding ín thÍs veín, the Buddha advanced certaín doctrines
and prescribed certain actions that he felt would train an

individual's character and perspectj-ve, and consequently promote

wholesome acts. Certain teachings may target an individual's
actíon, others may target his /}:rer perspectj-ver while others may be

character trai-ning. Each approach may be effícacious 1n rbettering
oneselfr' but the fundamental concern lies with character. By

character $re mean the set of the causes of an individual's
dispositions and int,entÍons. An individual is disposed toward
greedy actions, for example, becauise he/she has a greedy
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character.

The Buddha taught the fundamental importance of character by
focusing on greed, hatred, and delusion as the fundamental evils.
Greed, hatred, and delusion constitute samsaric exístence ín that
they are the originating causes of untrained action, and their
absence is the defínition of nibbana. All the hardship of samsaric
existence can be traced to these three fundamental evils, and the
knowledge and blíss of nibbana can be traced to their absence. An

analysJ-s of the character trainíng expounded in the Palí Canon,

therefore, will provide a vehicle for understanding the dhamma

(teachíngs) as a who1e.

In our fírst section we will argue for a moraL Ínterpretation
of anatta (not-self) and the brahma vihara (divine abodes) that
hinges upon the Buddhars notion of nonattachment, a perpective that
is to be extended toward all the things of the wor1d. In the
second sectíon we will highl-ight the status of the pat.iccca
samuppada (interdependent co-arising) and demonstrate how this
causal- account of existence can be thought of as the formula of
attachment. Vüe will outline the place of kamma (moral causation)
ín this formula, and trace the course of the defilement of an

índivídual I s character, as well as the process involved in
bettering oneself. In the third sectíon we will demonstrate the
status of nibbana as a state of moral perfectj-on, not as a
religious (non-ethícal) sphere, thereby characterizing the Buddha's
moral teachings as autonomous. The Buddhats moral system ís
validated índependently of any religious sphere. lVe will concLude
this paper wíth an analysis of the interrelatedness of religious
and moral teachings found in the Palí Canon, and outlíne how this
conception of life can function in promoting a specific type of
avrareness of t,he nature of existence which we consider to be the
fundamental purpose.

Please not,e: The argument,ative method employed in this paper is meant to
parallel that of the Pali Canon as closely as poseible. Vilhen we refer to t,he
teachings in t,he Canon, we use terms such as 'Buddhismr' rearly Buddhismr and
Therevada Buddhísmr ínterchangeably. A glossary of key PaIi terms is
provided, and includes diacrit,icals.
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ANATTA AND THE BRAHMAVIHARAS

The Buddhist doctrine of not-self (eg!-ta)

and tlre doctrine of the divine abodes (brahma vihara)

or "i-nfinite states of consciouSnesstt (appamanna) are

closelyrelatedconcepts.onthesurfacetheyappear
to have little to do with morality. Anatta, for

example, has been attacked by some moral philosophers

e.g., David Little, âs undermining the basis for moral

action because it destroys the integrity of the self

and other, i.e., if there is no self or other hov¡ can

there l¡e an other regarding ethic. The divine abodes,

furthermore, are treated in the locus classicus of

Therevada Buddhism, Buddhagcsa's Path of Purity,

(visuddhimaqcla) as states of consciousness attained

through the pra.ctice of meditation, âñ activity usually

excluded fran- consideration of ethics and moral action'

ïn this section we shall demonstrate that the teach-

ings of not-self and divine states of consciousness

havebothreligiousandmoralsignificance,andthat

the key to this interpretation lies in the relation-

ship both ideas have to the Budrlhist notion of non-

attachment (gpgLkha). Nonattachment we -shall argue'

I



imPlies the condition of
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not-seIf, and as the highest

of the divine statcs of consciousness it maY be seen

as the ltltimate ref inement of other regarclingness'

i.e., Iove' compassion and sympathetic joy (metta'

karuna and mudita)' In short' w€ shall argue that

realizatiol of the truth of not''seIf necessarily entails

the moral condition of nonattachment'or complete'

nondiscriminating equanimity' In Vlestern Christian

thought the closest analoqy is u¡'¡uaLj'fied (and in

this sense nondiscriminating) agapic Iove'

Gospel notion of loving one's enemies'

Ttre doctrine of Snatta is distinctivelY Buddhist

and is in many respects the major theme which unites

the Buclö.ha's teachings as a whole' The universa'J'i-ty of

anatta cannot be denied; EeI[Eê'rê ' ot the rife of the

unenlightenecl, and nibbana' or the life of the enlight-

ened' are both characterized by not-self' The etymolog-

ical analysis of anatta in itself does not prove very

íIluminaLing' It consists of the negative prefix 4

coupled with atta' which is the PaIi of the Vedic Sans-

krit term, 3tman" Thus Anattq is usually rendered into

Engtish as not-self' but can be thought of in the

broader sense of insubstantiality' The translation

as notselt or egolessness is not to be understood as

merely the negative of self as sucn ' fot a too literar

e.g., the
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interpretation gives the impression of nihilism. While

the Br.rticlha is, indeed, denying the validity of the

Upanisadic notion of -alrnag, he is not, thereby, advocat-

ing some new form of negativity; such a position woul-d

place him under the category of -rrcchedadith-j. or annihili-

tionism, which he expressly denounces (Seer'Rrahmajala

suttall .

At the time of the Buddha, rlifferent expositors

developed varied speculative theories of reality.

The Buddha characÇerized these theoretical systems

uncier two general headings, uc checladithi and sassatadithi,

or annihilationism and eternalism, and calls them "the
l: r¡

wriggling of v¡rong views. " ( Brahmaj ala S utta ) . Pro-

ponents of eternalist views are presented in the foLlov¡-

ing wayi

Att these ascetics and Priests,
who again and again in manifold ways believe
in an ego (atta) they all do so in regard
to the five groups of existence, or to one
of them, namely: There is the ignorant
worldling. considers one of the five
groups as the ego; or the ego as owner of
that group, oî that group as includ-ed in
the ego or the ego as included in that
group. (1)

(1) Mahathera, NYanatiloka, Extracts in the utta
Nika a Dealin with E olessness ,

,ociety Kandy, Sr Lanka 97 p. 40.
s icat on
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rn h¡ul.opt.naka=.rttut,¡ the Buddha argues that

an annihilationist view undermines causation, ancì with

this, âûy notion of conseguence and developmenti

t'There is no result of gift, there is no result of

offering, Do result of sacrifice: There is no fruit

or ripening of deeds well done or ilt done 
"' 

(2)

Boththeeternalistpositionandthenihilj-st
position are denounced in two waYs:

the canker of becoming is the attachment
to desire for the planes of forrn and form-
Iessness; . it is craving for the
ljg"g". ( trance states ) accompanied by the
tarse vlews of eternalism and annihilation-
ism. ì

Verily if one holds the view that Life
(iiva . soul, life principle, etc. ) is
identical with the Body, in that case
there can be no hoIY tife. And if one
holds the view that life is one thing
but Body another thing, also in that
case a holy life is impossible. Avoid-
ing both these extremes, (i.e., complete
identity and complete otherness ) , the
perfect one has taught the doctrine that
lies in the middle. (4)

(2\
Engli'sh
for PaIi

r3)English
for Pali

Ma hima Nika a
trans ation by I.B

(19s

VoI. II , t'Apannakasutta, "
. Horner, Luzac and Co, London,
7) , p. 70.
VoI. I t ttSabbasavasutta,"
Horner, Luzac and Co, London,

Text SocietY
Ma hima Nika a
translat 6nbY r.B.
Text Society (L967), P. 1I.

t^\ Mahatttera, (l-974\, P.38.
\fil
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Thus the Buddha felt that such positions are false

ancl that they do not allow for the clevelopment of a

holy life. we must see, then, whY such views are false,

vrhytheyprecludethedevelopmentofaholylife,and

how the ,'middle nay" is defended as being both true

and conducive to the development of a holy life.

In reference to an eternalist- view, the Buddha

speaks of the ttf ive groups of exj-stencet'. These are

the k.handas and when combined with their appropriate

sense objects, they are said to comprise the totality

of things:

ity, feeling, perception, mental formations' and con-

sciousness.TheBuddhaassertsthefollowing:

Eye and visibte objects' ear and
sounds, nóse and odors, tongue and tastes,
body attA Uoaity impressions, mind and
minã objects: These are called the totality
of things. (5)

The five khandas are, respectively' corporeal-

There is no corporealitYr Do feel-
ing, no perceptionr Do.mentaI formationst
,ro-ðorr""iousness that is permanent, endur-
ing ana lastíng, and that,.not subject to
ãtrá"g. wiII eternally rernain the same'(6)

.€

(5) Mahathera , (L9741 , P-45

(6) Mahathera , (L97 4l , P.43



In other words;

. perception

consciousness are

then, that anY ascetic

matter ) who believes in

Ë.

"corporeality feeling

mental formations . and

egoless."(7) rt is evident,

or priest (or anyone for that

an ego believes in something

that, according to Buddha, is not included in the

totality of things. But this is merely an assertion;

it does not yet follow that any such view is false,

but merely that such a view is contrary to the Buddha's

position. Through an analysis of each of the khandas

we may arrive at a better understanding of \,rhy there

can be no ego in regard to the five groups of existence.

The doctrine of anatta denies both individual-

istic and universalist substance víews, replacing them

with a view of reality as dynamic and causally inter-

dependent. The keY PaIi term is f*cicca samuPPada,

or interclependent co-arj-sing, to which we shall turn

in our discussion of kamm¿r and vipaka, i'ê', moral

causation. The fundamental point at this juncture

is the more general notion of impermanence. Things

exist, such as the five aggregates of existence (thandas)

(7)Mahathera' (L974), P-39.
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but they are transient, taken singularly and in combin-

ation:

The five groups of existence are
impermanent, woeful and egoless. And also
the causes and conditions of the arising of
these groups of existence are impermanent,
woeful and egoless. How could that which
has arisen through something impernanent,
woeful ancl egoless as its root, be itsel'f
permanent, joYful and an ego? (8)

Perhaps we can nohl make better sense of the

Buddha's characterization of the totality of things.

corporeatity does not imply an underlying substantial

essence. Each corporeal physicality is but a compos-

ite of innumerable, active, interrelated causal factors'

Each of these causal factors, provisionally taken as

singular, is but the sum total of other causal factors

that are further composites of other causal factors.

contra-Aristotle, the Bucl.dha does not posit some primor-

dial unmoved mover as the. beginning of these¡ events" The

Buddha apparently did not feel the need for an explana-

tory tool like a first cause. Rather he felt that the

evident interrelatedness of every seemingly individual

thing precludes any claim to substance' This inter-

dependence is indicative of the lack of ind-e¡:endent

(g) Mal'rathera, (L9741 , P- 39.
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self-existent reality of every particu-l-ar corporeal

thing. since corporeality in the broad sense is nothing

but the general category within which alI corporeal

particulars are subsumed, it, too, is devoid of inde-

pendence or self-existence: tt this wâY, then, sub-

stance is denied both on the particularr oI microcosnic

Ievel, âS v¡ell aS the universal, or macrocosmic ]eve1.

Feeling can be characterized as the result

of contact (phassa) with an external object, corporeal

or nental n This immediately points to the inter-

dependence, or nonsubstantiality of this particular

khanda, but the interdependence is even more total

than the two-fold relation shows at first glance. Since

the nonsubstantiality of corporeality has been demon-

strated earlier, were this feeling to be the result

of contact with a corporeal object the characteriza-

tion of feeling as not-self would already be shown to

be utter and comprehensive on the side of the object

with which we have come in contact. Further, the phenom-

enon of phassa can in no way be thought of as pri-

mordial or independent; the conceþt of a unified,

independent, or substantial contact is not only absurd

given the relevant available definitions, but also

cannot in any way be justif ied ':lrorlgh experience. contact
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itself is a conditioned phenomenon; the result of

interdependent causal factors. Thus feeling is the

conditioned result of the encounter of causally con-

ditioned contact with a ç¿r.r.sally conditioned external,

ana.!þ through and through.

Perceptionistheresu}tofSensecontactbe-

tween the obj ect of perception and one of the sense

doors. On the side of the object of perception we

canseefromtheprecedinganalysisthatnoobjectof
perception can have an independent essence' Further'

each of the senses themselves are shown to be lacking

independence,âseachofthesefacultiesarebutsmall
pieces of a composite whole and are nothing in and of

themselves. Perception, as dependent upon one of the

senses, is characterized by rise and falI' Sightless

seeingisnothingithusrthefacultyofsightisnothing
independent of the conditioned perceiver. Furthermore'

hrere v¿e to assign self nature to any one of the senses'

forexamplersightrwêwouldbeforcedtoholdtheun-

tenable conclusion that the blind man/v¡oman is devoid

of ego while the seeing man/woman has self' Thus' it

is absurd to assert that any one of the senses consti-

tutes self. This conclusion is in tine with the empirical

observation that sight or the potential to see is nothing

withouttheinteractionthatconstitutesseeing.This
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perception, which is the result of the interaction

of one of the sense doors with a sensory object is

characterized by an interdependent process and is

thus devoid of independence, ot is characterized by

nonsubstantia I itY.

If anyone saYS that the eye ( for
instance) is self, that is not tenable.
The eye's rj-se and fall (dependent on those
of it; conditions) is evident, from which
it follows that self would rise and fall.
That is why, should anyone say that eye
is self, that is not tenable. (9)

The mental formations are the result of the

conceptual apparatus forming ideas or thought. A con-

cept is nothíng in and of itself t it must be a concept

of something if it is to form a thought. It is thus

the result of the mind either turning back on itself

and forming concepts of different bits found in the

memory, ot conceptualizing the pieces of immediate

experience. In either case, nnental formations are the

result of highly cornplex sets of relations that can in

no way be thought of as self existing. These complex

sets of relations are then harmonized into concepts

by the mind. The process of harmonization adds a fur-

ther dimension of complexity, thus demonstrating that

mental formations cannot be thought of as simple and

(9)Majjhima_Nikaya,vol.I''sabbasavasutta''(I967)'p.1I.
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índependent. we must conclude, then, that such forma-

tions cannot be thought of as substance '

Finally,consciousnessistheprocessinwhich

the composite factor becomes aware of either digested

pieces found in memory or condit.ioned factors of

immediate experience. The facets of ímmediate exper-

ience are conditioned complexes that wiII further be

found to be dynamic. As shown in the analysis of per-

ception, mental formations, corporealíty, and feeling,

if the consciousness is of a corporeal entity it must

be founded upon an experÍence of a multifarious complex.

On the microcosmic leveL conscíousness is characterized

by multiplícity. on the macrocosmic leveL conscious-

ness is thought of as an integrated stream of cognized

composites; it, too, therefore, is characLerized by

multiplicity.
From the preceding analysis of each of the five

groups of existence we may conclude that considering one

of the five groups as sígnifying t.he ego is untenable.

The Buddha states that. another untenable position is one

which considers the ego as the owner of the five groups of

existence. It is not clear exactly what would be meant

by such a position, and the rest of t.his extract from
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the F.jrmv-gËg-Ni¡æ does nothinq to clarifv what is

meant by 'owner' . one of tv¡o things might be meant

here. By 'owner' of the five groups this hypothetical

ascetic or priest may be asserting the existence of

some macrocosmic cause or synthesízer of the five

groups of existence. This may be thought of as a theistic

position. Another possibility may be that this owner

lies on the microscosmic Ievel, âs some sort of parti-

cular substance that synthesizes the groups of exis-

tence on the particular ]eve]. No matter what is meant

here by 'owner' it is obvious that any sr-tch assertion

is outside, or contrary to the Buddha's position'

If wehearken back to our earlier reference to the defi-

nition of the totality of things,we see that the Buddha's

conception of existence is of the senses and their

respective objects, and the mind and its respective

objects. It is evident that an owner of the five groups

of existence is not a sense nor an object of sense.

From our analysis of the mental formations and con-

sciousness we can see that the mind also lacks indepen-

dent reality and, therefore, cannot be the owner of

the groups of existence nor an ego. Furthermore' were

its ohrner a mental obj ect it would be multifarious,

complex, and fleeting. This is not the traditional

conception of an ego.

Mostthinkerswhopositanegoonthemacrocosmic
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or microcosmic level do not claim that such an ego ls eÍther

a sense or a sense object, nor a mere thought or mental

object. Those that assert that the mind is the ego or

assert the exÍstence of a macrocosmic ego would not assent

to the Buddha's conception of the totality of things' At

first glance, it may appear as though the Buddha has

advanced a limited conception of existence and then

denounced others who hoLd views that assert a broader and

more comprehensíve view of existence. The classlfÍcation of

exist.ence in terms of the five khançlAs., however, is basic to

the buddha's specifíc theories of truth and meaning. Thus,

there are fundamental correlations to the basic categories

of Buddhist thought: pa...t'iea samuppuda or interdependent

co-orígination, anicca or impermanence, dukkha or sorrow,

and anêf-f.3, or not-self . To eschew the Buddha's

classification of existence' therefore, is to step out'side

the Buddhars teachings as a whole

In conclusion, either the ego lies within the five

groups of exÍstence, in which case it does not exist, or the

ego lies outside the Buddha's classification of existence'

in which case ít does not exist. It is interesting to note

that the Buddha's classification of the totality of thÍngs

does not include any conclusions derived from metaphysical,

or speculatíve reasoning. That this classification is not
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trivial is evídenced by our preceding analysis, in which the

Buddha's attack on different ego beliefs as weII as his o$tn

ad,vance of the anatta doctrine is seen to rest upon this

characterization of the totality of things. As a result of

this classification, the Buddha may assert that any ego

belief is false, and that the doctrine of egolessness is

borne out by the facts of experience.

In the "Questions that Tend Not to Edification", the

Bud.dha is asked a seríes of metaphysical questions. The

Buddhars answer to these questions is enigmatic, and an

understanding of his anslter is of crucial importance to

understanding the Buddhars religious and moral teachings.

The Buddha answered all the questÍons ín the same manner; he

was silent. There are several ways of interpreting his re-

sponse, but only one is consistent with the anatta doctrine.

One possible interpretation is that the Buddha was stupid'

and simply did not know the answers. It must be allowed that

thís ís a possible interpretatíon; however, from the compre-

hensiveness and the integration of the canonical texts' as

wel-I as the long history of Buddhism and the obvious ímpact

of its founder, it seems more likely that the Buddha was

somewhat ínte1ligent. Furthermore, insofar as a hypothesís

is supposed to carry explanatory value, this one has very

little to offer. It seems difficult to relate the Buddha's
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supposed stupidity to his theory of reality'

AnotherpossibleinterpretationisthattheBuddha

feltthathisinterlocutorwasnotadvancedenoughinhis

trainingtograsptheimportoftheanswerstheBuddhawould
have given. In other words'

his interlocutor was stuPid'

the Buddha was silent because

This hYPot'hesis is more

probablethanthepreceedingonebecauseitisconsistent

with the graduated nature of the Buddha's path to

enlightenment. Although this interpret'ation does carry

explanatory value, a third possible interpretation more

adeguatetyrelatest'heBuddha'ssilencetohisfundamental
teachings.

InthisviewtheBuddhaisthoughtofasarquing,a

silenciorforaspecificstandpointthatwantsnothingtodo
wíthmetaphysicswhatsoever.ThroughhissilencetheBuddha

is saying 'no metaphysics" This interpretation is

consistentwiththeBuddha,sclassÍficatíonofexistenceand
hiselaborationoftheanattadoctrinethatstandsinthe
míddleoft'hetwoextremesofeternalismandnihilism.Any
definitiveansb¡ertoanyofthesemetaphysicalquestions
wouldhaveinvolvedtheBuddhaínthespeculativereasoning

that he denounces as Ctil¡'iJ¿ada' or dogmatism'

TheconsistencyoftheBuddha'sclassificationof

existenceÍntermsoft'hefivekhandas,andthecomprehen.
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síveness of the anatt'a doct'rine sheds light upon how

religion is regarded in the canon' The Buddha's

classificatÍon of exist'ence conspicuously ígnores the

existence of any supernatural realm or anything beyond

what ís evident in empiricar rearity. The Buddha's

elaboration of the totality of thíngs precludes the

existence of a supernatural realm' The doctrine of analJLa

precludes the existence of any independent'Iy existing

sphere that might be labeIled "metaphysical" or

"religious". The Buddha's consist'ent avoidance of

speculativereasonÍngrfurthermore'alsochallengesthe
existence of anything beyond the empiricarly verifiable.

Supernaturalism in this view would be deduced through

metaphysical speculation' The Buddha defines reality in

termsoftheempirÍcallyverifiable.ThisclassifícatÍon

seemstoregardthe'totalityofthings'asbeingcloser
to the ordÍnary than the supernatural ' Consistent with

thisview,theanattadoctrinedeniestheexÍstenceofa
supernaturalrealmonboththekaluri.candnibbaniclevels.
ÏnsofaraSthesepositionsareincludedíntheBuddha's

religionwemustconcludethatreligioninBuddhismdeals
with the ordinary, in contrast' t'o the supernatural'

The Buddha not only denies the validity of any

substance view but also makes the further claim that
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any such a vievt precludes the possibility of a holy

Iife. The $uttas argue this point on several differ-

ent fronts: e9o belief involves the individual in

metaphysical speculation; ego belief ís inextricably

interwoven with the process of becoming' and ego

belief rests upon a fundamental bifurcation of reality

that eliminates the basis for love or caring' We shall

exainine each of these claims '

That ego belief involves the individual in

speculation is evident from the prececLing analysis of

existence. There is no basis for ego belief in empirical

realitY. The individual

wiselY attend-
I? Now, am I

hov¡ am I?
come? Where
(r0)

These questions point beyond the scope of empirical

reality and thus beyond the scope of the real' Ego

belief is here seen to involve the individual in an

enterprise that is not conducive to her/his own profit'

The individual involved in such an enterprise wiII

necessarily become befuddled' for the validity of ego

belief cannot be established tn empirical reality'

Being thus confused' such an individual cannot concen-

ing
not?
Nowt
going

. from his not
thinks; Now, âR

Now, what am I? Now'
rhence has this beinq
will it come to be?

Mai i hima N ikava, Vol. fl
rt.(10)

(Le67 ) p

t'Sabbasavasutta , "
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trate on regulatinq her/fris behavior.

wây, then, it maY be said that ego be

allov¡ for a holy life, for it involve

in delusion, one of the fundamental- m

In an earlier reference, the P

ing is defined as the desire for the

and formlessness ' and is described as

defilement. The process of becoming

elaborations in our section on kaBma

In such a

lief does not

s the individual

oral defilements.

rocess of becom-

planes of form

a canker or

finds its complete

and the ,;3:)ct*

samuppada , but is v¡orth mentionÍng here because ego

belief involves the individual in such a process. The

danger of the process of l:ecoming cannot be overempha-

sized; this is the process that binds the individual

to the cycle of rebirth and all the suffering involved

in such a cycle. Insofar as the Buddha's teachings

may be viewed as being geared toward understanding

and eliminating suffering, ego belief can be seen as

mílitating against the Buddha's teachings as a whole.

This attack on ego belief is much stronger than the

preceding one which identified ego belief with specu-

lation, for here we see that the basis of ego belief

is not tmerely an intellectual constructionr" and on

deeper analysis is found to be based upon t'dormant

proclivities described. as the latent desire for
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continued existence (bhava-raga-anr saya ) . " (11) Craving

or desire point to the underlying moral defilement of

greed and is the basis of all ego belief. The Buddha

does not merely assert the falsity of ego belief nor

merely assert that ego belief militates against the

development of a hoty life; we see here that the Buddha

gives an account of the adoption of such views that

hinges on the intentional states of the agent. This

account demonstrates the incompatibility of ego belief

and a hoty life, for any life that is associated with

ego belief is seen to be associated with greed' one of

the fundamental moral evils. A holy life cannot be

based upon such a defilement.

AII ego belief can be seen to rest upon a fund-

amental bifurcation of reality into concepts of 'me'

and tminet and tothert and totherst. From our pre-

ceeding analysis of the khandas we have concluded that

no ego entity exists within, or in relation to the

evident "physical and mental processes" of existence

and that furthermore ttthere is no ego entity exist-

ing apart and índependently of those physical and

mental processes that constitute life."(12) If it can

The S eIl of Narcissism(it) Padmasiri I',l. llt. desilva,
and the'Anatta Doctrine, wheel Pu

ietY Kand
cat
Sri

ofl r Vo I
197 4

(i2FeSilva (1974)p.30

Y¡ Lanka, ( p. 30.
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be established that ego beliefs rest upon such concepts

of 'me' and 'other' we may conclude that such beliefs

havenobasisinexist'enceaSclassifiedbytheBuddha.

Our analysis of each of the groups of existence demon-

strates that the dynamic interplay of car-lsal factors and

rerations do not support the concepts of 'me' and

'other'. Within the myriad relations that constitute

eachofthegroupstherecanbenonotionof'myphysical
processes, as distinct from 'your physical processes"

This may be seen as a statement of the universality of

the anatta doctrine; all physical processes are to be

seen as devoid of independent reality and thus devoid

of the distinction between 'self' and 'other" As a

resultr aïìY bifurcation of reality that embodies such

a distinction is false'

Insofar as ego belief involves the individual

in a perspective dominated by notions of tme' and 'mine"

suchaviewdissolvesrvhattheBuddhafeltisafunda_
mental basis of morality - nonattachment' Responsible

morar action, iri the Buddhist view, calrs for acting

without attachment but in a morally responsible manner'

Moral responsibifity must here be defined in terms of

kamma and vimrka, to which we will turn subsequently'

Here let it suffice to point out that ego belief is

seenasbeingantitheticaltothefoundationofmorally
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responsible action. The annihilationist view under-

cuts the consequentialist, of cause and effect ground

of moral responsibility. The lack of causal efficacy

in this view eliminates the foundation for rnoral- respon-

sibility in its disavowal of ltr nma ancl rebirth. As

a result, there can be found no reason to act in one

way as opposed to another. In conclusion, eternalist

views involve the individual in attachment, militating

agaínsttheperspectiveofnonattachmentnecessary

for acting in a morally responsible manner, and annihil-

ationist views abrogate any notion of cause and effect'

therebyalsomilitatingagainstafoundationfor'good

moralitY', i.e., moral causation'

Aseparateargumentisneededfortheadditional

conclusion that such a bifurcation of reality eliminates

the basis for love. A dangerous implication of notions

of ,me, and 'other' is the development of a perspectì-ve

that includes a dichotomy of 'good for oneself' ancl

'good for another', as well as 'good for the person'

and 'good for society' . The danger of such a perspec-

tive emerges when apparent conflicts arise between the

two sides of the dichotomy. As will t-re elaborated r0ore

fully in our discussions of dlrkxbe or suffering, and

sukha or happiness, the Buddha asserts that people

generallyembracethepleasurableandshuntheunpleas-
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ant. The Buddha felt that this truth can be verified

by observing the behavior of individuals. An untrained

individual who holds the notions of 'good for me' and

'good for youl will, when conftict arises, pursue his

or her own (apparent) interests. Such a "perverted

perspective" militates againstcaring' In this way vte

may conclude that the fundamental bifurcation of reality

into notions of tme' and 'other' dissolves the basis

for genuine love

Anotherwayoflookingatthislineofreason_

ing stresses what some v'rlestern and Eastern thinkers

view as a fundamental aspect of the hurnan condition,

narcissism. (13) Narcissism can be thought of as the

Iove of self over and above aII else, resulting from

the bifurcation of reality into self and other, and

the natural inclination to pursue one's own interests'

Theanattadoctrinerwhichstressesutterdisregard

fsr such notions of self and other, can then be seen

as.an antidote to the plague of narcissism'

Thespecificwayinwhichtheanattadoctrine

functions as an antidote to narcissism will be developed

in our discussion of anatta as the basis of the b¡ahmavi-

haras,ofdivineabodesofconsciousness.Beforewe

(13) desil-r¡a; G974) ' P'S
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develop that line of reasoning' however' we must

f irst
cannot

indicate the reasons

be identified with

v,/hy the anatta doctrine

a nihilist Position' The

be identified with nihili'sm
anatta cloctrine is not to

because the latter is false

cleveloPment of a holY life'

Given the Possible

and further Precludes the

misinterPretatiôn of the

Buddhist teaching of not-self anatta), the earIY

Buddhist t-exts took particular pains to distinguish

theirpositionfromanannihilati-onistview,a''material-
isLic belief j-n a temporary ego-entity becoming annihil-

ated at death."(14) Thís view reduces life to the bodY

and bodiIY asPects' The falsitY of the annihilation-

ist view lies at its foundation' for such a view states

that the individual is annihilated at death' The

BuddhateachesapeculiarlyBuddhistic
doctrine of the

continuitY of PersonalitY: the inclividual t'survives"

death in the form of his or her tendencies, inclina-

tions and general mode of behavior' This complex view

will get specific attention in our seclion on kalula

and the patticca Easilppê.d.a' but let iL suff ice here to

state that the falsity of annihilationsim lies in

its materialism,

uity after death'

its disavowa-l- of contin-

(14 ) i'lYanatiloka M.ahathera '
The Three Bas ic Facts of

Existenc e Vo1. ITI, ttEgolessness,
Soc e yKa y t Sri Lanka, (L9741 , P. 2

Bu S u ica ion
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Annihilationism is denounced as pro-cluding

the development of a holy life insofar as this view

involves the individual in speculation' in the process

of becoming, and disavows a doctrine of effective

action. Ïncluded in these three general categories

are notions of moral responsibility anrJ behavioral

tendencies.

Annihilationism involves the individual

in speculation because it provides an ans\^/er to ill-

formed questions' The annihilationist' by "not

wisely attendingrrr asks "Nov¡ am I" and gives a clef in-

itive, negative ans\^¡er ' The Buddha' s classif ication

of existence involves mental phenomena' and thereby

does not reduce existence to body and bodily aspects'

He then conjoins this classification of existence

with his view of moral causation' arriving at the

peculiarly Buddhistic doctrine of rebirth' This view

is varidated by experience; vüe experience mental phen-

omenaandweexperiencecausalefficacy.Theannihila-

tionist view denies the existence of mental phenomenat

and denies any not'ion of cause ancl effect' Although

the Suttas do not provi<1e an advocate's argurnents

for annihilationism' sre can easily see that such a

view courd not be justified by exp-erience. : Theír

claims simpry are not validated by experience' For
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those who hold experience to be the guarantor of truth,

annihílationism is deemed false. The only alternative left

for such an advocate is to attempt to justify her/his claims

by the light of reason. This is speculation.

We may conclude thatr oñ the basis of experj-ence,

the annihilationist's identification of Iife with body and

bodily aspects is false. we can also see that the only

method of justÍfication open to the annihilationist líes in

speculation. Speculation dist,racts the individual and

provides no tangible (experiential) ground for moral action.

SpeculatÍon on the whole, therefore, can be seen as

providing no ground, in truth and verity, for right action.

The speculation specific to the annihil-ationist's enlerprise

eliminates causation and, t.herefore, eliminates moral

causation.

Annihilationism can also be thought' of as "desire

for the plane of formlessness." Life can be full of

hardships, especially in Fifth Century B.C. India. The

Buddha !{as keenly aware of the suffering involved in the

life of the unenlightened. In fact, the truth of dukkha

(suffering), understanding the truth of d¡¿kkl]i¡r and finally

overcoming the truth of dukkha can be thought of as central

to the Buddha's project as a whole. This point will be

developed and alluded to throughout this paper.
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Inthiscontextitisimport,anttounderstandthedifference
betweentheanattadoct'rineanditsrelationshiptothe
developmentofaholylifeandannihilationism.Both
doctrinescanbeSeenaSans\^¡erst,ot'hefactofsuffering.
Both promise release from suffering' Yet' they differ in

onevitalaspect.Theanatt.adoctrinecanbethoughtofas
demonstratÍngthelackofjustificationforattachment,
craving,ordesireduetothee}iminationofnotionsof'me'
and,mine,.Astheindividualprogressesont'heBuddhisL
path he or she fully develops a perspective dominated by

non-att.achment. The annihilationist' oû the other hand'

wants an'easy way out'; he or she asserts that the

individualwÍ}lbeannihilatedatdeathirrespectiveofthe

wayinwhichthatíndividuallives.Thiscanbeseenasa
desperate attempt at avoÍding suffering' As such it is

motÍvatedbythedesireforanendtosuffering.Theview
grovüsoutofthisdesirewithoutattemptingt'ocontemplate

and the causes of suffering; in this way

annihilationismcanbecharacterizedasattachmenttodesire
fortheplaneofformlessness.Thisdesirecanbelinkedto

an underlying disposition of greed' one of the fundamental

moral evils. This desire can do nothing but blossom into

cravÍng,whÍchinvolvestheindividiualintheprocessof
becomingrtherebyassuringtheperpetuationofsuffering'A
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holy Iífe cannot be developed on this basis '

AníndivídualwhoembracesanannihÍlationistview

may feel at a loss when confronted by a universe devoid of

substance.Heorshemayfeelthatanyonespecificbodyof
moral teachings can have no firm foundation in reality over

andaboveacontrarymoralview.Suchanindividualwould
feel that the metaphysÍcal view of annihilationlsm implíes a

formofindeterminism,andleadsonetotheconclusionthat:
There is no result of gÍft' there is no

result äi-órreting, no result of sacrifice:
There iã-no fruit-or ripening of deeds well
done or ill done. (L5)

The ,,TÍtÈhayatanasutta,' of the Anguttara Nikaya outllnes an

encounter that the Buddha had with a group of

annihílationists.Becauseoftheirmetaphysicalviewthose
Índívlduals were unable to comprehend any form of moral

causation. The Buddha asks:

Is it true, as theY sâY' that You
worthy ãfiÃ teacir that ': ' all this is
,rr,."rr""ã-ã"o-""tonditioned? Thus guestions
by me theY rePIY: rYes, we do.' (16)

As a result of thelr inability tb comprehend the connection

beth'eencauseandeffect,theseindividualsdeclare:

(1.5) Majjhima Nikaya, VoI. II, ''Apannakasutta'', p. 70

(1-6) Anguttara Nikaya, Luzac & Co., London for PaIi Text

Societ.y, VoI. I, "Tîti'hayatanasutta"' trans' F'L' Woodard'

l" 9?0 ' P. L58 .
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There is no merit from giving, from
taming oneself, from restraíning oneself'
iro* [ruth speäxittg, there is no perpetuation
of rnerit ... there-is no cause, ûo reason for
the defilement of creaLures, creatures are
defiled without cause, without reason ":
there is no cause for the purification of
creatures, creatures are purifíed without
cause, without reason. (17)

The Buddha denounces this view because it

and is not conducive for the development of a holy

lBlecause there is índeed effective
actÍon . .. 

-tn" view of anyone that there is
not effective action is a false view
Indeed nètore his good morality is got tid
of, bad morality ié set up' And this false
víäw, false conðeption, false speech' the
exatt.ing of oneself, the dísparaging of
others, the convincing which is against true
dhamma -these are a varietY of evil'
unskilledstatesthatarisethusbecauseof

is false

Iífe:

false view. (Lg)

Et.ernalist and annihilationist positions are false

in the sense that they are contrary to experíence of "seeing¡

things as they are.,, Furthermore, they eliminate any basis

for the development of a holy life in the sense that they

undermine mora]. responsibitíty, and in the sense that they

condition evil, unskilled states'

ThÍshastwointerestingimplications.Sucha

position implies that a false religious view carries with it'

the unfavorable result. that t.he basis for morality is

(17)MajjhimaNikaya,Vol.II,''Apannakasutta''(1-957).

(L8) Majjhima Níkaya' Luzac & Co' London for Pali Text
Sãcieü-Vof . IIil'De.tadahasutta", trans. I . B. Horner
(L9671 | P.3.
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eliminated; for this reason the Buddha viewed moha or

delusíon as a fundamental- moral evil. In this Sense, then'

for early Buddhism religious and moral considerations are

inextricabty linked. A related implication is that just as

a false view undermÍnes the basis for morality, the Buddhars

"middle" doctrine between and annihilationísm

provides a ground for moral behavior, specific to itself'

This concLusion has a firm foundation in the Suttas,

where the anaf-la doctrine is lauded as being both true and

conducive to the developrnent of a holy life. The

reLationship between the anatta doctrine and a specific

lgood) moral view will be established here, in which we

examine the anatta doctrine and the eliminaLion of any

bifurcation of reality, and the anatta doctrine and the

Buddhist conception of love and caring'

In our previous discussion of the bifurcation of

exist.ence into rrmew and "mine" we noted that the Buddhist

texts arque that false view is a consequence of untrained

minds being dominat.ed by sense attachment to the objects of

sense. This stat.e of mind, or state of being, results

in narcigsism or some other form of greed, such as deSire

for eternal life or an eLernal escape from the hardships of

life. The Buddhist doctrine of anatta is extended as a

fact, verifiable to anyone who will take the time to

carefully examine the different aspects of existence. As an
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Índividual comes to understand the truth and universality of

the anatta doctrine a neld perspective on life develops. The

Buddha outlines the relationship between the anatta doctrine

and a new perspective on life in the folowing way:

ImPermanent, monks, are comPounded
things. Unstable, monks, are compounded
things. Insecure, monks, are compounded
thinés. So, monks, be ye dissatisfied with
alt things of this world, be ye repelled by
them, be ye utterly free from them. (1"9)

We can see how this ne$t perspective is contrary to a

perspective that includes notions of rrmerr and "mine":

Then what, is impermanent, woeful, and
unstable by naLure, is it fitting to regard
it thus; this is mine, I am this, this is the
Self of me? SurelY not, Lord. (20)

The anatta doctrine implicitly ca1ls for a neI^I Perspective

on life, one free from att.achment. to the myriad things of

the world, and one free from a bifurcation of reality into

notions of rrme'r and "other".

Notíons of "me" and "mine" dissolve with the

attainment of the understandÍng of the components (dhammas)

of reality as transient and devoid of self (svabhava).

With the dissolution of the basis of feelings of

possessiveness one becomes fully open to relationships with

others, and stands in the Proper relation to his/her

Co. London for Pali Text
Hare (1965), p. 64.

(19) Anguttara Nikaya, Luzac
Society, Vol. TV' trans. E.M

(20) Samyutta Nikaya, Luzac
Society, Vol. IV, trans. F.L

&

& Co. London for PaIi Text
. Woodard (L956), P.60.
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envÍronment. Thls points to an important asPect of this new

perspective. The disciple views the things of this world

with indifference and non-attachment', not hatred or disgust.

Hatred and dÍsgust are other defilements that have no

positive implications in terms of moral action. when

encountering various aspects of the world, one views them as

they are, as being essentially dynamic and mutually

J-nterdependent. With thÍs new persPective an individual

contemplates different modes of behavior in the following

r{ay:
This deed that I am doing with my body s a
deed of my body that is not conducive of harm
of self
of body ís skilled; its yield haPpy, its
result happy -- you Rahula, could repeat a
deed of body like this . QL)

Of specific interest to our present analysis the Buddha is

seen as teaching a mode of behavior that Ís both self- and

other-regarding. with an understanding of t.he truth of

anatta and its correlative moral perspective of non-

attachment, a disciple of the Buddha recognj-zes the

dissolution of the distinctions that result in the

dichotomy of "good for oneself" and "good for another".

In the spirit of non-attachment, such a disciple can then

concern him/herself with both the welfare of oneself

(attahita) and the welfare of anot.her (p.aralt"lf.a) .

(2]-) Majjhima Nikaya, VoI. II (1957), "Ambalathika-
Rahulovadasutta", P. 89.
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In order for the Buddha to teach concern for

oneself and others he must advocat.e a view of effective

action. That he does so is evident from the following

passage:
because there is indeed effective action,

the view of anYone that there is not
effective action ís a false view t'here is
result of gift these worthy recluses and
brahmins see the peril, the vanity, the
defllernent in wrong things, and the
advantage, allied to purity, of renouncing
them for states that are good the view of
anyone that there is effective actÍon is a
right view. (22)

The Buddhist doctrine of effective action specifically

contrasts with the annihilatÍonist theory of indeterminacy

of action. The specific way in which action is efflcacíous

will be demonst'rated in our section on the pe-¡ic'ca

samuppacla and kamma, but at this point it is important to

note that the peril of wrong view lies in defílement, and

that the advantage of right view is allied to purity, and

that these relationships hinge upon action being

efficacious.
when combined with the doctrine of effective act'ion,

the anatta doctrine forms the foundation for the

conception of the efficacy of love. In t'he doctrine of

egolessness the notions of self and other are redefined in

terms of the interdependence of all entities.

(22) Ma
p. 70.

jjhima Nikaya, VoI. Iï (195'/ ), "Apannakasu tta",
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The complete Ínterdependence of aIl entities asserts that

the foundation of genuíne, indivisible Iove lies at the

root of "the totality of things". Our analysis of anatta,

therefore, implies that the structure of "the way things

are" supports "the practice of metta bhavana [as] the

finest expression of the fusing of self-love and love for

others. " (231

The practice of mettabhavana (the development or

practice of love) is the first of the fourfold

brahmaviharas, or divíne states of consciousness. It is

of critical lmportance to keep in mind that mettabhavana

ís a state of mínd, a parÈicular "way of looking at

things". V'lalpo1a Rahula characterizes the practice of

mettaÞhavana as "extending unlimÍt.ed, universal love and

good will to all living beings, without any kind of

discrimination; just as a mother/father loves her/his only

child. " (24\ This is an interesting characterization, for

a parent often feels a special bond with her/his chíld, a

feeling that the two are alike in a fundamental way. This

(23) de Silva (L974) , P. 35.

(24) Rahu1a, Walpola: frlh¡{. tlra R.rrrlrlha Talr¿rhl- . Grove
Press Inc., New York (1959), p. 75. The analogy is
basically acceptable, but breaks down in that parents
often "cling" (become attached to) t.heir children, and
mettabhavana j-s said to have failed if it. produces
"selfísh afflíction". Tn order to be analogous to
mettabhavana, this love of child by parent needs to be
gualified as not includÍng any selfishness (attachment).
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characterization captures the meaning of mettabhavana.

Another text put it thís way: the monk or nun

should break down the barriers by practicing
loving kindness (metta) over and over again,
accomptishing mental impartiatity towards the
four þersons, that is to say himself/herself,
the dear person, the neutral person, and the
hostile person. (25)

An important aspect of loving kindness is that such a

practice is said to fail when it produces selfish affection.

(26 The breakÍng down of barriers and the extending of

Iove without discrimination captures the central npral

teaching of the anatta doctrine in its elimination of a

false bifurcation of realíty ínto notions of self and other.

Just as the doctríne of AnA!-tÂ teaches the student of the

Buddha to develop a new perspective on life, domÍnated by

non-attachment, the p¡acf-j.ce of mettabhavana helps

accomplish an attitude of impartiality toward all persons.

We see here that both t.he religious teaching of anatta and

the moral teaching of mettabhavana are geared toward the

development. of a new "rn¡ay of lookíng at things" in which the

individual views all things, and acts toward them, with

unattached, imPartÍal love.

(251 Buddhagosa, Bhadantacariya: Visuddhimagga. A'
demage, Colombo Ceylon (L9641, trans. Bhikkhu Nyanamoli,
p. 332.

(261 rbid. , P. 344.
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This development of perspective or attitude can

also be thought. of as a development of character' Earlier
in our analysis of anatta we noted that the polemical

treatments of eternalism and annihilationism in the Suttas

stress the relationship of these tlnro teachings to certain
underlying moral eví}s. The evils that vrere referred to
in such treatments were lobha or greed, and moha or

delusion. The practice of mettabhavana is also analyzed

wíth respect to its relationship to a third underlying

moral evil, namelY dosa or malice.

Monks, in whatsoever person malice is
engendered, in him/her amity (metta) ought to
be made to become more. In this way malice
in him/her ought' to be put away. (271

The importance of this aspect of nel-l-AþbaV3n¿ cannot be

overemphasized.

Monks/nuns as low down thÍeves might
carve one limb from ltmb with a double
handled saw, yet even then whoever sets his/
her mind at eãmity, he/she, for this reason,
ís .not a doer of my teaching. Herein
monks/nuns you should train yourselves thus:
tneither witf our minds become perverted' nor
will we utter an evil speech, but kindly and
compassionate will we dwell with mínds of
friêndliness and void of hatred; and
beginning with him/her, (i.e., Lhe enemy) we

wiÍf OweÍt having suffused the whole world
with a mind of friendliness that is far
reaching, widespread, immeasurable, without
enmity, -without malevolence. This is how you
must train yourselves, monks/nuns ' (281

The practice of mettabhavana includes a nelrl perspectíve,

dominated by impartiality. This impartiatity stands in
direct relationship to the development of a character

(21¡ Angutt.ara r!i¡_eE, Luzac & co. London for Pali Text
dociffiar,s. E.M. Hare (1961), p. L37

(28) Mai-ihima Nikava, Vo1. III (1957) "Kakacupamasutta",
p. L66
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freefromthedefilementofhatred.Throughthepractice

of met tabhavana, "hatred is removed and forbearance

developed. " (2S)

rn analyzing "the totality of things" the

Buddhaconcludedthatthereisnoempiricalsupportfor

feelings of attachment or desire' possessiveness and

hatred. In its stress on a perspective or character

dominated by impartiality and devoid of affection and

hatred, the practice of gg!þþ!g it fundamentally

correrated to the teachíng of egoressness. The doctrine

of anatta is extended as a Noble Truth' a fact of exis-

tence. As a result, the doctrine of anatta as a Noble

Truthr is said to be universal and understandable

to anyone who would take the time to examine the way

things are. The practice of metlaþhavana' insofar as

it is a fundamental corrollary of anatta' must also be

open to everyone, irrespective of who they are' or where

they live. This means that an individual need not live

in a monastic community, in order to practice r¡efla-

bhavana. The success or failure of the practice of metta-

bhavana is simply dependent upon the reduction of iII

will on the part of the practitioner'

(2SÐ Buddingosa (i%a) P'333
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From our earlier graphic quotation it is obvious

that mettabhavana carries direct implications to social

interaction. The prescription for behavior correlative

to Uìltgþllsvang is ahimsa, or nonviolence' The Buddha

is adamant in his stance that violence is never justi-

f ied. In our earlier reference vre savt that enmity

onciled with the Buddha's teachings' No
cannot be rec

hory tife can incrude one of the underlying morar defile-

ments. The Buddha's version of 'turn the other cheek'

is radical i at times ¡s denounces reactionary violence

on the active, verbal' and psychological leveþ more

strongly than the violence that is purported to provoke

the sPiteful response;

worse of the two is he/she who' when

revireä,-iåvires ágain''Who-doth not'
when reviled, '..,iíð 

aqain, a. twofold
victorv wins' BåË;-"Ï'[ñã other and him/

her::îä,-;;7år'"-=åärã-th; eood; rof he/she

ttre other' s uttgty-Ããã4. aotñ understand
and growth calm and strrr' (30)

the Buddha Praises action

self and other' In this

actron or thrs tYPe'

to mett abhavana , which

As in the discourse to Rahula'

that is conducive to Profit of

case !üe see that ahj*sa is an

and that ahirnsa is correlated

(30) Sam t ta N:ka d¡

fcr Pa ex
vol. I' Luzac
Translation '

and Co, Londo",
Mrs. RhYs Davids

(1950) , P.203 '

â Y¡
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stresses impartiality and nonattachment' Nonviolence'

as a prototypical behavioral prescription' is then allied

to a view that denounces the distinction between self

and other: "there should be no distinction between a

man/woman and his/her enemy, and it is this state of

mind that uettabhcvana is expected to produce." (3I)

The development of the brahamaviharas 's a

linear Progression beginning w ith mettabhava , continuing

through Kar: una hh av-ana ( compa s s ion ) , mudj-tabhavang ( sym-

pathetic joy) and culminating in qpekhabhavna ' the

practice of equanimity. The Buddha's conception of

thesedivinestatesishighlycomplexandcontroversia].
Afullyacceptablecharacterizationoftheseteachings

wouldincludeananalysisofparticularmeditationa]
practices and the iþangSr or system of mental culture'

This unfortunately points beyond the scope of this

paper. At this point we wiII examine the relation of

eachofthepracticestothedevelopmentofaparticu-.1-ar
perspective or character, as well as see why such prac-

ticescanbethoughtofas''divineabidings.''

Ka,.gneþhel¿e-na, compassionris the concept the

-

Mahayanists seized and expanded upon to formu-l-ate the

foundation of the vocation of the bodhisattYa. This

particular divine state encourages the ideal of comPassion

13I) Dutt, Nalinaksha'
MukhoPadhyaY, Calcutta

Ear M
p

st h q K. L.
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for all beinqs

active concern

onets own, and

indiscriminately. Karuna stresses the

for another's suffering as if it were

is not to be thought of as simple pity'

Compassion iin Buddhismcan be seen as a particular state

of m ind, "manifested as noncruelty"' and a regulation of

one,s interaction with others, dominated by active con-

cern for suffering'
Perhal>s the ultimate example of the practice

of compassion is the Buddha's preaching cf the dhammai

"Thatwouldmakeforthewelfareofthemany'fotthe
happiness of the many, for compassion to the world for

the good and the gain and the weal of gods and men"' (32)

With the Buddha as a moral exemplar' wê see that kåruna

"functions to promote the aspect of alloying suffering.l' (33)

oftenweareabletocareforanother'ssufferingaSíf

it were our own with respect to those closest to us'

Karunabhavana calls for the development of a stat'e

that extends this concern to all Iiving beings'

Indiscriminateconcernisnotpossiblewithoutaperspec-

tive dominated by impartiality; thuq the Buddha's con-

ception of compassion must be linked to the view that

aII living beings are fundamentally alike'

(32)
for

Di ha Nika a, Part II , vôI. rII , Luzac arrd Co, London'
6), p. 263.Pa Text SocietY (r96

(33) Buddhasosa (1964) ' p'343'344'
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The practice of muditabhayan-e is designed to

develop tÌre feeling of sympathetic joy for another's

happiness as if it were one's own' The development of

this practice "functions to promote being unenvious'

manifested in the elimination of aversion. " (34) The

practice of rygi-t.+èhavana, like that of karunabhavana and

me tta avana, functions to develop a character that seeks

to realize the personhood of humankind' The non-attach-

ment, impartiatity, and lack of hatred or aversion that

tlrese practices develop can be seen as manifestations

of a view that abrogates' self ' /' other' distinctions'

Sympathetic joy conjoins the development of

state of mind' one free from aversion' and

a particular

a regulation

of one's interaction with others' characterized by

ing of togetherness'
as the highest divine state of

consciousness ' represents the perfection of the three

previous bhavanas ' In the practice ' the individual

extends a loving heart to all aspects of his/her life'

As the culmination of the brahmaviþavas '
upd<kha bhavana

suffuses the four guarters: "so above' below' across'

a feel-

(34) rbid
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everywaybyeverywheretheent'irev.¡orld(issuffused)
withabundant,expanded,immeasurableunhate,un-iIl-wiII.''
(35) The practitioner of equanimity has perfected the three

priorstatesofrrdndandt'hushasdiscardeddosa(hatred)

throughhis/herpracticeofmettabhavanaandmuditabhavana,

andalloyedhimself/herse}ffromlobha(greed)through
his/her avoidance of selfish affection' In the practice of

eguanimity, "all distinctions of feelings: pleasure'

detachment, fondness, and hatred (are) eschewed'" (36)

He/shelooksuponrivalstatesofmindwitnequalmind.As

such, the practice of equanimity is the perfection of

impartialityandnon-attachment'.Inthedevelopmentofthe
threeprevÍousstatesthepractitionermanífesteda''wayof
Iooking at things" that is contrary to making any

distinctions (such as "mine" and "not-mine") among things'

ïn ,$,ct<l¿habba¡¡ana- this theme is expanded to include rival

stat.es of mind'

UpdehahbâüaDa-functionsoutwardly''topromotethe

aspect of neutrality towards all beings' to see equality in

a1l beings manifested as quieting of resentment and

approval, and inwardly as the elimination of fear and the

taking up of refuge in boundlessness.'' (37) The

av ys Þ.,
Students Sheldon Press, London (L975), p. 20L

(36)Dutt|jTL),P.1.?5.The,,eschewingofdeLachment''ís
t,o be understood'in Lerms oi"iot-viewÍng detachment as other

(and better) úúã''-ii"ur 't"["t-of 
mind'- The lesson here Ís

that the ínoivi¿ual must u"ðiã becoming attached to vj'ew

iü;;.; ¿he view of detachment) '

(3?¡ Buddhagosa lLg64)t pgs' 343-344'
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quieting of resentment refers to the elimination of

feelings of possessiveness and hatred' The quieting

ofapprovalisamoreradicalstatementofequanimity.
In this aspect of -g!'kun', the individual "should see the

dangerintheformer(threedivinestates)becausethey
are linked with attention given to beings enjoymenc in

the beginning 'may they be happy" because resentment

and approval are near, and because their association

with joy is gross. ' And he(/she) shoutd see the

advantage in equanimity because it is peacefuÌ'"(37)

TheBuddha,sconceptionofthelevelsofhappinesswill

begivenformalattentioninouranalysisof-Ç-ukh.ê'

buthereweshou-ldnotethatinequanimitytheindividual
extends a feeling of impartiality even to those states

deemedasprofitabletobothselfandother.Thisradical
statement of equanimity allows the individual to remain

unaffectedbytheworld,thuseliminatingfearandallow-
ing the practitioner to 'abide' in this particular mind

set.
In our polemical treatment of annihilationism

we noted that such a position hras essentiarry escapist,

thatthedoctrinepromisedreleasefromsufferingfor
no apparent reason, other than the extinction of tiody'

In the divine states, âs taught by Buddha' the prescrip-

(37) Iìrddlngosa (19tr+) P' lA
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for coping with the various hardships of the wor Id
tion
is geared toward embracing the world asl t reall ls.

The student is instructed to ana LYze the truth of human

hardshiPs, and to come to an understanding of the relation-
These

shiP between harclship and certain states of mind'

states of mind are the fundamental noral evils of greed,

hatred, and delusion' and their antidote are the four

divine abidings' We no\^/ can see why these states are

called abidings' As an antidote to hatred the individual

can take up refuge in loving kindness ' slowly developing

this perspective until it' dominates his/her entire life'

As an antidote to cruelty and hatred the individuar can

'abidet in compassior¡ slowlY extending this PersPecLive

untit it envelops his/her entire Iife' As an antidote

to envy and aversion the individual can 'abidet in sym-

pathetic joy, slowly extending t'his perspective until

it<la:¡i¡ntes his/her entire life' In the culmination of

the divine states the individual perfects his/her per-

spective of neutrality' non-attachment and impartiality'

this is the highest statement of the @ teaching

in its elimination of distinctions among aII phenomena'

As such, -uPd<l<tn

view. The individual

is the f inal culmi¡'adon

can abide in equanimitY'

of right

unsoiled

by the various comPlexities of existence' This state

is one of mental impartiality and composure; it is the
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(38) Michael

M.I.T¡
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finalquietingandpeace.Tnthisv¡aythestudentcopes

with the various hardships of life by "taking refuge in

the@,rnrn.q''(teaching).Thisfinalculrrrj-nationof
the divine states offers peace and tranquility within

a world fuII of dYnamic relations;

the bliss of self control '

upekkirabhavana affords

Thoughts can be defined as inner states' such

as beliefs, desires, hopes and fears' The thoughts of an

individual develop intothe individual's behavior; an

individual may vote for RonaId Reagan because he/she

believes that Ronald Reagan is dangerous, that a danger-

ouspresidentwiltstopcommunistexpansion,anddesires
thatcommunístexpansionbethwarted'Inthis\'¡âYr

thoughtshaveadirectimpactonbehàvior.(37)
Thoughts also have content' The desire to be a

powerliftingchampionisdiffe.:entthanthedesiretobe

a pie-eating champion' The content of thoughts is

causally relevanÇ {3Slxhebehavior that stems from the

desire to be a powerlifter is very different from the

behavior that stems from the desire to be a pie eater'

The same content can be related to different

thoughts.Wecanbelievethatwewillbeachampionpovüer_

Iifterrdesi-rethatwewillbeachampionpowerlifter'
that we will be a champion Powerlifter
Devj-tt and Kim SterelnY ; Lan e and Realit

rb:d(3e)

Press, Catrbridge,;,rMass. (19ll7
u

p. l
f
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i.e. we may be afraid that such a titte would alter our

interaction with others in a negative v/ay , To have

a thought, then, is to have a specific attitude towards

a content. (40 )

Intheprecedingsectionwehavearguedthat

thinking in terms of the universal truth of anatta results

in a specific attitude towards the things of the world.

This attitude, oI perspective, then functions to control

the behavior of the individual; thoughts are "behavior-

regulating devices." (41) This relationship between the

thoughts of an individual and his/her behavior teaches a

holism with respect to what is thought of as the'moral

life'. .In particular , wê have hiqhlighted the moral

import of the teaching of anatta in its function of a

developing the perspective of non-attachment' This perspec-

tive eliminates the foundationfor feelings of possessive-

nesS, thereby eliminating the overt behavior that could

result from such feelings' The meditational exercises of

the b¡ahna¡¿iJC.a¡a*ç are given a moral caste in this same

Veilr.Suchexercisesteachtheindividualtoregardthe

things of the world and rival states of mind wíth eguan-

imity. with this perspective the individual is fully

capable of developing and extending genuine' impartial

(40)

(41)

rbid.

rbid.
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Iove to all beings'

This analysis of the truth' and moral aspect of

AÐggþ and the bq@.i-haras' while specif icatly Brrt¡dhistic'

is developed in a fairly general manner' The analsyis

outlines the fact that perspective is Iinked to action'

and that the teaching of a¡al=Le and the practice of

k'rahmardP¡aras result in action that is characterized by

non_attachment and equanimity. The next section will

develop the specific causal relations that the Burldha

feltobtaininthisrelationshipbetweenperspective

ancl action. The analysis witl also relate action back

to perspective, so that we see perspective functioning

to develop a specific course of action' and action

functioning to deverop a specific perspective. rn the

psychological account that wiII be outlined in the

next section, k¡oth perspective and action wiII be

developed as being related to character developrnent'



Pat i cca SamuPPada and Kamma

In the place of an eternalist or annihilationist

accountofexistencetheBucldhaad.vancedaviev¡ofthe

factorsconstitutinghumanexistenceasinherentlydynamic

ormutuallyinteractiveandinteracting.Suchaview'Seen
inthetraditionasa''middlevlay''betweentheerroneous
positionsofeternalismofannihilationism,providesan

ontological ground for an ethic' This ground turns on

the question of causality' The Buddha argued that an

eternalist view either collapsed cause and effect or

providedaninsufficientrationalefortheirinterrelation_

ship,andanannihilationistviewcompletelytrnderminecJ.
questionsofcauseandeffect.TheBuddhistotherregarcl-

ing ethic, therefore' is built on a different viev¡ of causal

relationships which' in turn' depends on a view of reality

differentfrometernalistorannihilationistpositions.

Wewillhereanalyzethisdifferentviev¡ofrealityand.

the ethic that corresponds to such a view of reality'

The analysis will be done in the spirit of the'kul"l<uravatil<asutta"'

inwhichtheBuddhateachesthefollowing;..thereisthe

uprising of a being frorn v¡hat has come to be;

according to what he does ' Creatures are

deeds. t'

Luzac & Co., Lond
tLuiavatiì<asutta,'l

The statement, 'creatures are heirs to deeds" is

he uprises

heirs to

on for Fali.
trans. I.B.I

Text SocietY'
Horner, L957,

Ma hima Nika
Vol. Ï
p. 57.

f,
a

Iiu
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a general statement about Ì¡oth the

comes to act in one waY as oPPosed'

effect that the action has on the

The peticca samuPPada is advanced

by v.rhich

action.

an individual acts and is

way in which an individual

to another, and the

individual' s character'

as the specif ic forrnula

affected loY his/her

of cause and

of bem¡qa and

aspect of moral

This formula runs as follows:

Conditioned by ignorance the activities come

to be;*;;;ãi¿ioned-bv the activities' conscious-
ness; .ã"ãlÉioned by consciousness' name and

shape;-;;;ãitioned bv t'u*t u19, ?hup"' the
sixfold "õf'"t" 

of ""i-'="; 
conditioned by the

sixfold sphere of =ã"""' contact; conditioned
by .o.[tã[, feeling; conditioned by feeling'
ct"t'i"õi ãånditiottéå ny craving' srasping;
conditioned by gt"=pi"ó ' becoming; conclitionecl
by n."ã*ï"ö, i'illn;'-ããáåitionecl bv birth' old
age and dea't'h' (2)

Inthespecificrelationsfoundinthiscausalaccount

of existence, we find that any act, whether verbar, bodiry

ormental,isirrevocablycombineclwithcertaineffects'

Furthermore' any act is manifested as the effect of pre-

vious cause -(s)' This irrevocable relation

effect provides the foundations for the law

v.l-pak;r (moral causation) ' It is within the

causation that the statement tcreatures

is meaningful.

are heirs to deeds'

Pat ticca samuþpa may be understood as Presenting

two general aspects of the life of the individual' UBA-

pa.ttibhava runs from the mental activities to feeling' and

is thought of as the passive side of life' where "one is

(2) Angu ttara t\ikaya, v-I- I (1970) "Tithayatanasutta"' p' 158'
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governed by a natural flow of events' a flow which is gov-

erlred by the causal pattern".(3) This passive aspect of Iife

isconditionedbytheactivelifeofapriorexistence,and

inturnfunctionstoconditiontheactívelifeofthepresent

existence. The active side of life' or tsemma--þnava' Pro-

vides the context in which an individual a'ctivley interacts

with his/her environment. The verbal-, bodily, and mental

interaction of an individual with his/her environment results

in either punishment or reward to the individual' This

punishmentorrewardisaccruedtotheindividualinaccord-

ancewiththelawofkammaandvj-pakEtoractionandfruition.
I,Íe witl nolrt analyze the effects of behavior and the law of

},åSUê. Included in this analysis witl be the ethical ternns

puñña and-pap¿r, and Eil-ê or virtue'

Wewillbeginouranalysisofactionv¡ithaconsider_

ation of the indiviclual's present lifetime, and then expand

andrelatethisconsjd.erationtofuturelifetimesin

accordancewiththelawofkanmaandrebirth.TheBuddha
begins his analysis of moral action as follows;

l4onks there are three originatinq causes of
actiä,''l wrtat threeã Lust' malice''and delusion'
An act performed in lust, born of lust, originating
inr""tiarisingi'o*lusthasitsfruitwhenever
one'=-påt="""r ãelf is reborn' (4)

(3) David Kalupahana,
Honolulu ( f9

Causal it The Central Phi loso

of Buddhism 75 , ufi vers ty Press o Hawai

Angu ttara Nikaya, VoI. I, English translation' p' lL7'
p

(4)
(1970)
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Lust or greed, Râlice or hatred, and delusion are established

in the individual's psyche in accordance rvith "the natural

flow of events," and are the result of actions and ciisposi-

tions developed in and ca.rried over from onets prior life-

time. As we have been stressing throughout the course of

this paper, these underlying causes of behavior alîe also

referred to as the roots of evil. Together they form the

anr.rsayas , oT dormant tendencies. They are the mental inclin-

ations, conditioned from unwholesome conduct in prior lives,

that condition an individual's response to the feelings

an individual experiences when he/she connes into contact

with his/her environment. At this levet of manifestation'

the dormant tendencies or originating causes are very

subtle. They become activated when an untrained individual

involves him/herself in the network of craving'

Ïn the early Buddhist view, âû individual is perceived

as necessarily imbedded in an environment or context. con-

tact with this environment will inevitably result in a

pleasant, neutral, or painful feeling. The process involved

hereishighlypsychologicalandfunctionstodevelopthe
individual's perspective on life. we witl first exarnine

the chain of mental and behavioral events that obtain in

accordance with the life of an untrained individual, then

elaborate on the mental and ]:ehavioral training taught by

the Bucldha, and conclude the analysis with the chain of
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mental and behavioral events that result from the proper

persepctive on life.

Pleasant feeling, v/hen felt by the untrained indi-

vidual, can result in the activation of the underlying

moral defilement of greed. This pleasant feeling gives

rise to kêr.ilnqsqi<ln-, or happiness borne of the f j-ve-fold

sense contact. As the activation of greed, mani.fested

as lust, ensues, the individual comes to act in a greedy,

possessive manner. The individual begins to crave the

pleasure of sense, and in the context of this craving,

comes to live in a manner that he/she feels will maximize the

amount of sense pleasttre he/she can experience. With the

end of maximization of sense pleasure in mindr âD individual

is prone to stealing, indulging in sexual misconduct, lying,

and wrong livelihood. As the individual acts/lives in

this manner, the lurking tendency to greed "fastens onto himrtt

becomes more firmly established in his/her psyche. The

individual's appetite for Sense pleasure increases, and aS

tis appetÍte increases the disposition to act in a greedy

nanner increases. He/she then continues to act in a greedy

manner. In this wâYr the network of craving ensures the

vicious circle of mental inclination/action/further mental

inclination. As the perspective of attachment to sense

pleasure becomes firmty established in the indivíduaI's

psyche, a longing for life as characterized by sensory

gratification develops. This longing for life, or craving

for existence, can manifest itself in a form of eternal-
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ism. As the canker of sense pleasure increases the

indÍvidual becomes prone to deluding hím/herseIf, in the

form of a false view of eternalism'

Actionsborneofgreedorlust,suchasstealingand

sexual misconduct, are denounced as PÂPa' Papa is generally

translatedasbadrunprofitable'oFdemeritoríous'(5)As
anindividualpartakesofpaPÂaction,his/herdisposition
topapaincreases.His/herperspectíveonlifebecomes
dominated by attachment to sense pleasure' craving for

exl.stencetocontlnue,cravíngforexÍstencetoend.These
pâpa acts become embedded in the individualrs psyche' and

bear fruit in terms of an unhappy rebirth. In this way, the

doer of papa becomes papa' This is the meaning of

,,creatures are heirs to deeds." The law of kan$a ensures

that unwholesome acts result'in an unwholesome character'

and an unwholesome character results in an unwholesome

rebirth.
Línked by passion to it (the pleasant) '

becauså-oã't'nãi-union they become impure. (6)

In this wâY, Ananda, action is the field'
consciousness is tne seed, craving the moisture'
iãr-ùãi"gs t'hat' are hindered by nescÍence'
fettered by cråving, consciousness is estab-
f isfteA in iower reãtms ' Thus in the future
there Ís repeated rebirth. In this WâY, there
is becoming, Ananda. (7)

ô at ono Pr pa ca
remas r

Terms in EarIY Buddhism",
SrÍ Lanka (June, L97 6). Pro fessor Premasir i also presented

a serL lectures in the sPr ing of 1986 in whích the
terms and kusala were discussed'

es of
punna

(6) Samyutta Nikaya,
SocietY, VoI. III.

Luzac & Co. London,
Trans. F.L. Woodard

for Pafi Text
(1954) , P. 61".

(7) Anguttara Nikaya, Vol' I (1970) ' p' 203'
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Delusion manifests itself i'n many aspects of the life

oftheuntrainedindividual.withrespecttosensepleaSure'
delusion becomes manifest as a clinging to life ' ot the

canker of bhavasava , the attachment to becoming' This

attachmenttobecomingculminatesinadoctrineofeternal_
ism. Delusion also manifests itself with respect to neutral

feeling. In our current psychological examination of the

causes and effects of human læLravior ' w€ have noted that

thefeelingsassociatedwithSensecontactconditionthe

individualtoactinadeterminatemanner.Thedecision

tocraveisSeenasafunctionoffeelingandmentalinclina-
tion. The network of craving is fed by both feelings and

dispositions.Insofarasfeelingscaninvolvetheindividual

in the network of craving' all feelings present a cianger

to the "uninstructed worldling't' No feeling is neutral'

Thisismoreevidentfromtheperspectiveofnonattachment'
inwhichtheindividualtreatsallfeelingswithimpartiality

through the pra'ctice of restraint' This theme will be

elaborated upon more iì:1iy -, our analysis of grt-isCa- samu-

-ppeg-a. and the perception of impermanence' Let us here

emphasizethatthepracticeofrestraintisextendedtoall

feelingsequally.Inthepracticeofrestraint,allfeelings

areheldtoincludethepossibilityofinvolvingtheindi_
vidual in the network of craving' For this reason' the

perspective of nonattachment calls for the individual to

view no feeling as 'safe' or neutral'
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Extremeformsofasceticismoftenembodyacraving

for an end of existence. The ascetic goes too far in de-

nouncingthebodyandthefeelingsassociatedwiththe

body.Thispracticeisamanifestationofhatred.other

rnanifestationsofhatredincludeangerwithrespecttothe

inadequacy of sense pleasure, and repugnance of painful

feeling.Thisrepugnancerangerandhatredcull'rina'tes

inthedevelopmentofanannihilationistview,another

manifestation of d'elusion'

Asanindividualcomestohatethebody,he/shervillact

inaspitefulmanner.Theindividual'sinteractionwith
his/her environment becomes colored by anger' repugnance'

and hatred. The main emphasis in evaluating human action as

prrtña or -EE lies on the actor's intent ' ot mental state'

Actionsborneofangerandhatred,suchaSkillingandother

forms of violenoe are denounced as !g-Pg' As in our analysis

of greed and delusion, -PêP3 acts function in terms of an

inpactontheindividual'scharacter.TheseactionsServe

tofultyestablishtheinclinationsofgreed'hatred'and

delusíonsintheindividual'spsyche.Inkeepingwiththe
Iaw of -kê@r these papa actions bear fruit in either this

Iifetime or the next: t'creatures are heirs to deeds't'

Thedoctrineofdependentco_originationpresents

thecausalgenesisofconditionedphenomena.Thiscausal
accountofexistenceemphasizestheroleofmentalevents
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the generati-on of existence' In

Iife ignorance, mental activities '

develoPed in accordance with an

the Passive stage of

and consciousness

individual's behavior

we have emPhasized

or latent tendencies '

Iaw

of

TN

are

These iââ1¡âq are

in a prior lifetime' In our analysis

the status and role of the

as being a key component in the passive side of life'

generated in accordance with the

of Kamma and rebirth, and represent the accumulation

merit and dernerit generated from puñña and papa actions

performedinapriorlifetime.Clearly,thischaracter_

izationdemonstratestheaspectofmentalstatesinthedoc_

trine of interdependent co-origination. rn our analysis

of the active side of life we have outlined the relation-

ship between latent mental phenomena and human action'

Wehaveidentifiedthisrelationshipasbeingviciously

circular,withmentalinclinationsconditioningtheaction

oftheindividual,andtheactionoftheindividualfunction_

ingtomorefirmtyestablishthementalinclinations.I.t:
iswithinthiscontextthataSpecificactionisevaluated

"= 
prrìñt or !gpg; the emphasis in such evaluation is on

the individual's intent'

The direct rerationship between mental incrinations

and behavior is illustrated in the canon through the use of

a metaphor of bondage and refuge' The Buddha's account of

existenceemphasizesthedevelopmentandperpetuationofthe

mental events of the individual' This development and per-
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petuation of mental events is continuous through the passive

andactivelifeoftheindividual.Thecausallawillustrated

bytheBuddhainthedoctrinesofdependentco_origination

and kamma is seen as inexorable' Provided that the

individual feeds the network of craving in the form of

characterdispositionsandovertbehavior,theprocessof

thedevelopmentandperpetuationofcharactertrait-sor

mentalinclinationswitlproceedwithoutend.Thegreed,
hatred, and delusion established in the individual's

psyche through unwholesome behavior in a previous lifetime

inc I ines or disposes the individual to involve him/herself

intheprocessthatmorefirmtyestablishesthestatusof
theseunderlyingrootsofevil.Giventhismaterialistic
context,theuntrainedindividualisinbondagetohis/her
feel,ings. He/she knows no refuge fron the various unsavory

feelings associated with existence' The Buddha beautifully

ilrustrates this theme of bondage and refuge throughout

the canon;

l{agandiya, it is like- a leper' a man with his
Iimbsallravagedandfestering,andwho'being
eaten Ëv-"ãt*iñ, tearing his open sores with
his ,,tii",-ãã"tär't"å rti" body over a charcoal
pit. But the more, Magandiya' this leper
s.ot.f,ãs his body ' ' the more those open

sores of his become septic. and evil smelling
and putrefying, ""ã [hå;" is onry a soJfy relief
and satisfaction tã re rra¿ from scratching the
open sores. Even so, Magandiya' do beings who

.t" .tãi yet devoid of attachment to sense
pr"""ti"å. the more they burn with the
fever for sense pleasures '' ' ' ' moreover there
isonlyasorry'.ii.ranð-satisfactiontobe
had from the five strands of sense pleasures' (8)

(8) tIa-i-i hima Nikaya vol. II (I957) "Magandiyasutta" p'187'
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up to this pointr w€ have characterized only p3Pc acts,

developing the way in which the doer of 39¿a becomes papa.

Before characte rizLng the status of pufila acts, such as the

behavioral and mental training taught by the Buddha, it

is ímportant that webecoìr{b. clearer on the Buddha's stand

on free will and moralresponsibility. we will attempt

to characterlze will and moral responsibility in

Canonical Buddhism through a canonical polemic against

a form of ethical determinisn This polemic will serve

tohighlightthefactthatthe.Pd.*.Ssrnu.P.æggestablishes
the notions of free will and moral responsibilitlz.

In the"ii'itthayatanasutta"the Buddha presents a theisf-ic

deterntinism, and extends a polemic againstthis view that

emphasizes the need for free will and moral responsibility'

The view is presented aS follows; t'Whatosoever teal, I'oe,

neutral feeting is experienced, atl that is due to the

creation of a supreme Deity." (9) Here the supreme Deity

refers to issa, who is purported to have created the world

such that individuals are bound by fate to act, enjoy,

and suffer in a certain preordained manner. Such a form

of theism leaves no roorn for freewill; we cannot even

correctly speak of human action at all. The Buddha first

attacks this view and then of f ers the rrLi"cel samuPPada' s

(9) Anquttarp Nikaya, vo1. I (19?0) "Tith;.yatanasuttar" p'15I'
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sented as follows:

So then, owing to the creation of a Supreme

Deity, *"å witl become murderers ' ' and
p"trr"i=. in view' Thus for those v¡ho f all
back å"-tfr" creation of a Supreme Deity as the

""=.ntïul 
reason there is neither desire to

do, ,,ãi- ãrrort to do, nor necessity to do tJris
deed ;; abstain from that deed' So then' the
,,"...=ity for action or inaction cannot be

found to exist in truth or verity' (f0)

InSOfar aS the .¡v,,.: -.)à _ samttppada is extended as the proper

substitute for thrs theistic determinism, w€ may conclude

that this causal account of existence is rneant to establish

thefactualstatusofhumanfreewill,moralresponsibility'

and the reason to act in one way and abstain from acting

in another manner.

In lþs paLicca

-

samuppada there is a consPicuous

absenceofanyformofsupernaturalism.Thisformuladoesnot

include any reference to a Creator or primordial state'

It is the individual him/herself that can either act in a

s¡ay that ensures the continuation of the ploc€ssr or in a

way that disrupts the continuity of such process' In

thiswâYlthenotionoffreewiltisestablishedintruth

andverity.Shouldtheindividualactinsuchawaythat

ensures the continuation of this process' he or she is

responsible for such action

( 10 ) rbid, p. 158 .
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The continuity of the process can be traced to a free,

active decision to crave feeling. In this way, the notion

of moral responsibility is established in truth and verit'y.

The danger of the network of craving is elucidated in the

movement from feeling through craving to becoming. In this

wây, the need for acting in a vray free from craving is

established as Lrue to the nature of things.

The preceeding analysis should serve to characterize

the +aficca samuopad.a as a factual statement about the way

things really are. The factual status of this view of

reality depends on the apodeictic character of its truth,

and, hence, íts ontological veracity. (11) This characteri-

zation of exlstence provides the foundation for ethical

evaluation in the PaIi Canon.

(11 )r ne use o f terms such as It apooe]. ttonto ogy" in
relationship

ctic" anct
to theirthis context can be Problemat ical due

to theocentric western religious systems. We use the terms
here to emphasize the status of necessary truth of the
garicc^ sêmuppacla wíth respect to conditioned phenomena, and
ilo not wish to conjure up notions of Absolute Order or
Reality (with a capita-I R!). We also wish to be clear on
the fact that the Egi93 -. samuppacra outlines the specific
causal relations that necessarily obtain in the generation
of conditioned phenomena. This paper will establish the
role of attachmênt in this process. Nibbana will be
characterized as having nothÍng to do with attachrnent.
Insofar as a living indívidual can experience the freedom of
nibbana, the status of the - *i..u samr''ppada as ontological
or necessary may legitimately be questioned. We feel that
since the charaõter of the indívidual does not alter the
causal law itself, the arahat, can live in a world governed
by t,he causal relationships outslined in the -paticca.-
såmuppacla, and yet remain unsoiled. He/she is nonattached,
free from greedl hatred, and delusions, and therefore does
not involvé him/hersetf with the causal relat'ions.
Reasoníng in this way, we both uphold t.he necessity of the

(continued)
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In our analysís of the chain of mental and

behavioral events obtainíng in the Iife of the untrained

individuaf we have discussed the ethical term pÂpa and the

danger of craving sense pleasure, continued existence' and

an end to existence. We noted the vicious circle involved

ín the untrained life. This vicious circle is analogous to

the Buddhist theme of bondage; the untrained individual is

ín bondage, he/she knows no refuge from the pain and

hardships of life. The Buddha sums up the predícament of

the untrained life as follows:
The untaught manyfolk, brethren, knows no
refuge fróm painful fee1ing, save sensual
pleaéure. Delighting ín sensual pleasure'
tne lurking tendency to sensual pleasure
fastens on-him. He understands not the
arising and destruction of feelings, nor the
satlsfãction, the misen, the way of escape
from feelings. As he understands them not,
the lurklng t'endency to ignorance of neutral
feeling faãtens on hÍm. If he feels feeling
that iã pleasant, he feels it as one in
bondage 

-... painful (same) ... neutral (same)
rñis untãught manyfolk, brethren, is

called in bondage to birth' death' sorro$¡t
and grief, woe' lamentation and despair: H'
is iã Uondage to iII. So I decl-are' (L2l

The student of Buddhísm does have a refuge from the painful

aspects of .SAnS-A.rLC exlstencei helshe can take refuge ín the

dhamma, or teachíng of the Buddha. The teaching of the

Buddha can be seen as mental, verbal, and bodily training'

We wíII here analyze two ways of combatting the

pat¡-cca samuppada and descr íbe nlbbana as the un
David KaluP ahana has done some P ioneering work on the
questíon of the status of the ¡]gLiç.@ --. samt'ppada, and we

will turn to his work ín our section on n'jJoþAnÂ.

(L2l Sa¡nvutta
Society' Vol.

Nikaya, Luza
IV. Trans.

c&
F.L.

Co. London, for PaIi Text
V'Ioociard, p. 7 ,
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network of craving. The first is the behavioral training

of sila. This training will be related to the ethical

term puhña and the law of kemqa. The second training method

wer/¿illdiscussisatypeofmentaltraining.Itisca]led

the contemplation of impermanence, and wilI be related

to the term t-< usala and shown to be outside the law of kSJIle.

Asweemphasizedinouranalysisofuntraj-nedbe_

havior, the Buddha sav/ a causal relationship between mental

traits and verbal/mental/bodily behavior. The Buddha

preached the practice of gf,la as efficacious in reducing

the mental defilements or roots of evil. The pra'ctice of

sila regulates the verbal and physical behavior of the in-

dividual. one aspect of the causal relationship between

mental traits and behavior is that behavior affects the

inclividuat in terms of character developmenti papa acts

function to f irmly establish the tmderlying mental traits

that create a disposition to papa acts' The practice of

sila,initsregulatíonofverbalandbodilybehavior'
functions to check this further character degeneration

associated with papa action. The actions prescribed in

sila are deemed pufrña, and, in keeping with the law of l¡'âIll*â,

anclrebirth,functiont.olessentheunderlyingrootsofevil
and assure a Positive rebirth'

IntheBuddha'spsychologicalanalysisofexistence

S.;iJ-a- is designated as the starting point in the "path of
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.Ðì-rrj-f icationt';

He who is possessed of constant virtue (siIa)
Has understanding, and is concentrated
Is strenuous and diligent as weII
WiII cross the flood so difficult to cross-

The Buddha. taught a graduated path to emancipation, beginning

with gilt, followed by samadhi (mental concentration) ancr.

culminating in panna or higher wisdom. We have discussed

sgmaüi, in our analysis of the þf.ahmav.i-hara-s- SiIa is the

first step in the Buddha's spiritual path and serves as

a preparation for the higher stages of samadhi and pêgng..

The practice of sila checks the moral degeneration of the

untrained individual and thereby cuts at the strength of

the vicious circle. $ita "serves aS a foundation for profit-

able states." (14)

There is no exact translation of sila into English.

SiIa has unfortunately been translated as virtue. (15¡ I say

"unfortunatelyt' because this translation can create a great

deal of confusion regarding the place of moratity in Buddha.

when we think of virtue we often equate virtue with a state

of moral beatitude. A problem then may develop in our

understanding of the Buddha's teachings, for we see that

s_ilg, en<ls with the advent of samadhi. If sila. were equivalent

r1- Bhf,dant.acariYa Buddhaghosa; vì suddhi maq.ra. Tra-sl a+ed
Pal-i by Bhikkhu NYanamoli, 2nd ed. Colmbo, Ceylon. A. SE-aoe

from the
(196¿i)p.3

(t* Bhuddhagoga, P.8.

.15) The translation difficulties
pUií¡l, and Ê-iJ.a \^/ere presented by
University, sPríng, 1986.

associated with the Pali terms ' &-9.4.,
P.D. Premasiri at Peraoeniya
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to moralit-y, then in the Buddha's overall schema, moratity would

be clelegated as a neans to a morally neutral end. This paper

has a moral interpretation of the brahmaviharas as a ten-

dency to reduce the moral defilements of greed, hatred and

delusion. This connects morality with the mental training

involved in meditational practices. As we shall see in

our discusison of nj-bbana, Iiberation or salvation is

described wholly in moral termsr âs the destruction of,

and freedom from, greed, hatred, and delusion. tr¡ie conclude

that the practice of gilg has moral significance in its

regulation of human behavior and tendency to reduce evil

states of mind, but does not embrace the moral sphere in

its entirety; morality extends beyond sila'

In our analysis of k-alllna we have stressed the psycholo-

gical aspect of this lar^¿ of action and fruition. The relation-

ship between gi.IE_ and the psychological law governing the

relations among different states of mind and overt behavior

can be best illustrated throuqh an analysis

an analysis of moral instabilitY'

In the cultivation of sila, positì.ve action like

dana(giving)ishighlycommendedonthebasisthatsuch

action reads to beneficial consequences in s.a¡q'Eê'Li"g life'

Actions of this type further bring one closer to nibbana

through the elimination of untraíned overt behavior. puËña

acts can be thought of aS t'profitable kamma or action. "

_ t{Not p]¿æ and
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P_gna t'has been generally used in early Buddhism to denote

that which benefits the person who is intent on bettering

his future existence, withoutrêrlvurlCirigthe pleasures of

the household life." (16) The decision to regulate oners

behavior in keeping vrith those actions eval-uated "= ouåï'

by the Buddha is the decision to partake in merit and de-

mertt, specrfic.1fy to maximize the accummulations of

merit. Maximiztng the accumulation of merit is achieved

through the embrace of good kammic. action'

Therefrainingfromkilling,fromsteatinglândfrom

indulging in sexual misconduct are the "three kinds of

profitable bodily kamma or action; the refraining from

Iying,maliciousspeech,harshspeechandgossiparethe
,,four kinds of profitable verbal kamma or action"; and

right tivelihood is the eighth profitable state. (17' These

profitabte states and actions are cultivated and performed

in accordance with the laws of hg-rnre' Again, the major

motif involved in the cultivation of this type of behavior

is ,tcreatures are heirs to deeds." r¿lhen the student of

Buddhisrn refrains from killing he/she is to do so with

respecttoalllivingbeings.Actinginthiswayaccords

the individual puñña or positive merit. As the individual

(16) Premasiri, P.D

(¡7) Buddlngosa (1%4) P.12

(L976), p.68.
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a.cts in this fashion the underlying defilement of hatred

or anger does not become more firmly established in the

student's psyche. Action in thj.s fashion halts the process

of establishing hatred and/or anger in the individual, and

serves aS a partial catharsis of the defilement of hatred.

As the individual acts in a non-hateful manner the underlying

defile¡nent of hatred is partially eased. With this easinq

the individual becomes less inclined to act in a spiteful

manner. His/her rebirth will be in accordance with a

lesser dísposition to hate.

As the student refrains from stealing, induJ-ging

in sexual misconduct and gossip, the development of the in-

clination of greed or lust is checked. In place of the

development of greed comes an inclination of not-greed or

not-]ust. The individual develops punna or positive merit

in keeping with the laws of .44¡uqê, the rebirth of this

individual will manifest this puñña in the form of a

character less inclinecl to greed or lust; "creatures are

heirs to deeds."

As the student embraces right livelihood the underlying

defilement of delusion is fessened. Right livelihood can be

thought of as the life that minimizes harm to self and

others. Insofar as there is no real distinction between

self and other, minimizinq harm in general is the major

thrust of this moral prescription. The law of E-Cre elucidates
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the fact that harm of other conduces to harrn of self;

someone effects an activity of body that is harmful,
he effects an activity of speed that is harmful,
he effects and activity of mind that is harmful.
He, having effected an activity of body that is
harmful. . ( repeated for speech and then
mind ) . arises j-n a world that is harmf ul. (f 7 )

Refraining from harmful action, speech,and thought accrues
F¿puñña. or positive merit. This merit will l-,.re marìif estefl in

form of a rebirth that includes a chara.cter less prone

to delusion; "creatures are heirs to deeds."

The Buddha felt that there are certain states of

mind that promote depression or a general sense of uneasiness.

He attributed such problems to a feel-ing of moral instability

or lack of confidence. Through the cultivation of 9iþ,

Brimodha , the opposite of depression, is developed and

combats the previous feelings. Thus sila- can be thought

of a.S "the means for surnounting the states of loss, the

abandoning of defilements by substitution of opposites; puri-

fication from the defilement of nnisconduct." (IB) The

Buddha perceived a psychological law connected with e¿]g;

r¿ith sila perfected, the mind becomes free frqn guilt,

which, in turn, Ieads to the joy of bodily and mental com-

posure. This freedom from guilt is guaranteed if EiÀa is

perfected, for "one who is virtuous has nothinq to be remorse-

(17) !!ajrhime Äi.Egyê, vo] II, (f957) "Kukkuravatikasutta" , P'57'

(1f4 Buddhaghosa' G9É/) P,I2
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ful about."(19) As one perfects the cultivation of sila,

saddha, or rational confidence, develops, giving rise to

pamoihp (joy) and Lili (intensified joy). The individual

is then capable of completely avoiding feelings of

depression; thus, the cultivation of sila has beneficial

consequences in terms of human happiness. I¡le will return

to the rofe and status of human happiness in ottr analysis

of dukkha and sukLa, but let us here stress the inpact of

g-i-þ. on the individual' s psyche.

As an individual- interacts with his/her environment,

certain unsavory experiences are bound to occur; no untrained

individual can live a life completely free from negative

experiences. By 'negative' experiences we mean the class of

experiences that are to Some degree involved with pain, mental

or physical. The type of experiences v/e have in mind range

from an acute, sharp sensory experience, to a lack of feelings

of self worth or an existential anxiety about the seeming lack

of harmony in the world. Again, talk of such 'negative'

experiences formally belong under the heading of dukkha, but

is - worth mentioning here because such feelings provide the

qeneral context rvithin which sila functions to Iessen these

'states of losst . In regulating the interaction between

an individual and other Iiving beings, @ functions to

(i9) tuddhagosa (Lt€,,i) , P.6
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conditiontheindividual'sattitudeabouthis/herenviron-
ment. The ethicâ1 prescriptions advised by the lluddha

in his teaching of sila provide a coherence within the

setofexperiencesthat,totheuntrainedindivid.ual,ap,..'ar
even essentially disjointed' This 'coherence' we speak of

is manifested by a claming of the passions' a bodily and

mental composure that the practitioner can bring to his/her

i¡teracrion with the world. The set of seemingly disjointed

bodilyandmentalexperiencesarebroughttogetherthrough

the ,,theme of noninlur-./.t' Noninjury provides a psycholo-

gicalandbehavioralcoherencetotheseeminglychaotic

mental and physical experiences in the world' This bodily

and mentalr- coherence checks the moral degeneration that can

developinthecourseoftheuntrainedlife,andfurther
functions to alleviate the depression or existential

anxietythatoftenbecomesassociatedrviththeuntrained
life.Inshort,gi.Þfunctionstoeasethephysicaland

rnental process of defilement' and to promote an attitude

unfetteredbyanxietyorunahppiness;
. But what' revered Ananda' is the bodily

conduct that is nãt offensive to intelligent
recluses and brahmans?
wh.¿ä;;; tüã uãaiiv ã""¿"ct,,sire, that is skilled.
But what' revereo-åii, i" "j.i.rIed 

bodily conduct?

whatever the bodiry-cånduct, sire, that has no blemish'

Butwhat'revereO-åir'isthebodilyconductthat
has no blemish?
wr,atäiei-ir.,. bodity conduct, sire that is non-

inj urious '
And what. ' noninjurious?
whatever the bodiiy'ðonauct, sire, that is joyous

in result'
And wfrat' ' joYous in result?
Whatever bodily åã"á""t' sire' that does not con-

fuse to the tot*tttt of self ' and does nto conduce

tothetormentoi--otr'".=,anddoesnotconduce
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to the torment of both, and of which the
unstilled states dwindle a\^/ay, the skilled
states increase much. . (20 ''

Inouranalysisofthebehavioroftheuntrained

individuat hre charted the process of moral degeneration

that results from the activation of the dormant tendencies

of greed, hatred and delusion' In the paticca samuppadA'

the process fron craving to grasping or clinging to becom-

ingcanbethoughtofastheformulaforthegenerationof

mental phenomeia as weII as the process invovled in rebirth'

In the untrained tife, the process of the generation of

mentalphenomenachartsthedevelopmentofaperverted

perspective and character degeneracy' The cultivation of

sila occurs within the realm of kamma, and functions to

develop a perspective and character less burdened by craving

and the underlying defilements of greed, hatred, and delusion'

sila accrues rnerit to the practitioner, manifested in either

thislifeorthenextaSacalmingofthepassions,in
easing of the bondage to greed, hatred and delusion'

Functioning in this way, s-i!ê' promotes a decrease in de-

pressionandanincrea.seínthejoyassociatedwithbodily

and mental composure. The individual who seeks refuge from

bondagetoaworlddominatedbyathirstforSensepleasure

can ,,take up the ê@" and eliminate the defilements

associated with misconduct' In so doing' the individual

developsafoundationforamorecompleterefugefromgreed'

(20) Nir'ava, vo1. II (f 957) p.299.
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hatred and delusion.

It is not trivial that the practice of sila both occurs

within the law of { amma ¿¡fl fleq5 not result in emancipation.

SiIa, when cultivatecì and perf ected, provides a fotmdation

for the further developments that lead the individual to

a complete freedom from bondage to the senses. The behav-

ioral practices prescribed in sila are evaluated as w,
or 'good' within the context of samsara, Iife governed by

the law of hSgrna and rebirth. From the perspective of per-

fected nonattachment, however, even acts evaluated as puñña

must be discarded. Understanding this discarding of puilffa

is ex tremelv important for understanding the status of morality

in Buddha. While p,råilu acts comprise 'good morality' they

do so within the context of an interest in merit and de-

merit and the desire for a positive rebirth. Frorn the

perspective of nonattachment, aIl desires are to be abandoned.

Since all desires are to be abandoned, the desire for merit

and positive rebirth are to be abandoned. Earlier we

stressed the fact that ethical evaluation in Buddhism em-

phasizes the actor's intent in acting in one way as opposed

to another. We can See noht that from the proper perspective

of nonattachment, even acts of pufiåa must be discarded. The

individual who is intent on embracing pnfrií. acts in order

to develop positive merit manifests delusion in his/her not

comprehending the force and scope of the perspective of

nonattachment.
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And what is canker's fruit? When ignorant,
one engenders j ust that proper state of being
to partake of merit and demerit. This monks,
is calfed canker's fruit. (2I)

For this reason, the partaking of merit and demrit, mani-

fested as the embrace of p,rfrfru acts, must ultimately be

abandoned in order to discard delusion. Remember, the

emphasis in ethical evaluation in Buddha is on the actor's

state of mind in action, his/her intents, dispositions

and tendencies. We may then conclude not that from the

perspective of nonattachment one must stop refraining frorn

killing, etc., but rather that one must elirninate the

intent of bettering one'S future existence, receiving reward,

etc. The actions performed with the perspective of non-

attachment may externally appear similar to those performed

wÍth the intention of developing merit, but internally the

former actions proceed from a character that includes the

proper perspective.

The preceding analysis of the impact of the practice

of s-i14 on the individual's mental dispositions denonstrates

that this program for combatting the network of craving

aims at the overt physical, mental and verbal behavior of

the practitioner. In targetting overt behavior the individual

refrains from providing material to the network of craving.

Though this program does not result in a complete catharsis

of the underlying dispositions that provide the power of

the craving, the practice of síla, when cultivated and per-

12L) Anguttara Nikaya, vo1. III. Transl-ated from the PaIi by E.M

u^-^ T ¡nÀa¡ Trrry-^ --.1 .a^ €^r D-'l.i m^a'+ c¡¡'i a!.r /'ì oÁl \ ñ ,)cì2
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fected, eases the passions of the individua.l. This easinq

of the passions translates intothe individual being Iess

bound to the network of craving. Another rnethod of combat-

ting the network of craving lies in the perception of

impermanence.

The perception and contemplation of impermanence

is formally subsumed under the heading of samadhi ¡ oT mental

concentration. In our analysis of sila we noted in passing

that morality in Buddha extends beyond the practice of sila,

coloring samadhi and panna (wisdom), as well as the freedom

of JLi..@. our analysis of the contemplation of imper-

manence is mainly designed to indicate the way in which the

Buddha' s doctrine of interdependent co-arising illustrates

both the danger of the untrained life and the means for

avoiding and/or etiminating this danger. The danger lies

in lqmabhar¡a , the active side of life, in which the net-

work of craving is nested. Our analysis of sila andpqilña

demonstrates a way of developing oners character positively,

through using the law of k.amma to one's advantage. The

contemplations of impermanence involves a stepping outside

of the law of kamma. our moral interpretation of this

specific mental concentration wilt emphasize that the means

to combatting the network of craving lies in developing

one's character in a specific way. This character develop-

ment includes, and is developed through, the cultivation

of the proper perspective of nonattachment'
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As the student of Buddhism is taught the twelve-

f otci f or¡rula- of interdependent co-or:igination, he/ she wi I1

recognize that this formula elucidates the different

relations ínvolved in the generation and cessation, or

,'rise and fatl", of conditioned phenornena. The set of con-

ditioned phenomena includes aIl physical and rnental phenomena.

The conclusion that follor'¿s is that any physical thing or

mental state generated in a-ccordance v¡ith this formula

also fades a\¡/ay in accordance v¡ith this forrnula. A permanent

thing or state that rises and facles a\^/a)/ cannot be perrnanent'

The paticca sgrnllpada, theref ore, demonstrates the f act

that aI] conditioned phenornena are impermanent, unstable

and insecure. This conclusion is in keeping vrith what the

Buddha taught about right vievr; "It is irnpossi.ble, it

cannot come to pass, that a man poscessed right view should

go to any compounded thing as permanent - this situation

doe s not occur . rr (22)

The student of Buddhísm v¡ho recognizes the truth of

tnpernnnence in this v¡ay will recognize that the set of con-

ditioned phenornena includes any and every, thingor state that

the untrainecl life includes' I4 our analysis of anatta

we saw that the Buddha classifies the totality of existence

in terms of the five k¡and.g_g. The Buddha teaches the

inclusiveness of impermanence as follows;

¡22) Ma-iihima Nikava, vol.III. Translated from the

Horner, Lon'ron, Luzac and Co. for Pali Text Society

"Bahudhatukasutta" P. 107.

Pali by I

(Le62)

B
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Materialshapemonksisimpermanent,feeling
is impermanent, perception is impermanent,
habitual tendencies are impermanent, conscious-
ness is impermanent. (23)

That which is the cause, that which is the con-
dition of the arísing of body, that also is
impermanent. (24)

Keeping in mind the Buddhist theme of bondage and

refuge it is easy to arrive at the proper conclusion with

respect to the interaction between the individual and

other compounded things. Insofar as conditioned things are

irnpermanent they can provide no secure refuge from hardship.

Conditioned things, furthermore' can provide no stable or

permanent pleasure. They are coml.rletely unsatisfactory'

Imperrnanent, monks, are compounded things'
unãtable, monks' are compounded things' In-
secure, monks' are compoounded things' So,
monks, be ye dissatisfied with all things
of this world, be ye repelled by them, be
ye utterlY free from them. (25)

As the student of Buddhism becomes repelled bv com-

pounded things the foundation for attachment begins to erode'

As the reason for the perspective of attachment is eliminated

the perspective of nonattachment is developed. With this

perspective of nonattachment comes a disregard for those

aspects of phenomena that produce feelings of possessiveness

and frustration. The individual cares not for the myríad

I (1967)) "Cul-asaccakasutta" p. 28L.

rrI. (1954) p.22.

IV. Translated from the PaIi by E.M.

(2,)

(24)

(25)

Hare.

l,taf ihima Nikaya, vo1.

Samyutta Nikaj¡a, vo1.

Anouttara Nikava , vol

London, Lvzae and Co. for PaIi Text Society (1965), p.64.
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thingsoftheworld.Innotcaringforthethingsofthe

worldthepracticeofrestraintofthesensefaculties

comes easily, for the passions have been eased;

On seeing a visible object with the êYêr he

apprehenás neither the signs nor the particu-
lars irrrougrr which, if he teft the eye faculty
ungaurded, evil and unprofitable states of
covetãusttå== and grief might invade him' he

enterÀ upon the wåy of its restraint' he guards
the eye iaculty, uñdertakes the restraint of
the eye facultY. (26)

fþs practice of restraint governs the i¡teraciton of

the individual with his/her environnnent' This practice

comestodominatethelifeoftheindividual.Asthe

individual comes in contact with an exLernaI, the feelings

that arise holrl no danger for him/her. The individual, in

keeping the thought of irnpermance in rnind when intrracting

with an external, is able to avoid the activation of lust

or greed, hatred or disgust, and delusion;

Thereisariseninmethispleasantfeeling,
nowthatisor^rningtosomething'notr^'¡ithout
cause. owing to iuhat' ovring to this same

body. Now tñis body is imperrnanent' compoundedT

arisen owing to somóthing' It is owing to
this-ï*Ë;ánent body, wñich has so arisen, that
pleasant feeling has arisen as a consequence'
u"o ñã, can that be permanent? Thus he dwel-Is
.ot,tãÃpråtit'g impermänence in body and pleasant
r"eriiõl-:-. the lurkíng tendency to lust for
body "ñA 

pl"tsant feeling is abandoned ' so

also as rãgards painful ieelings the lurk-
ing tendency to repugnance' - ' -' so also as regards
neutralfeelíngsthelurkingtendencyto
ignorance. e7)

Buddhaghosa' (191+), P.13

Samyutt.a Nikar¡a, vo1. IV
(26)

(2- )
(r956) P. L42-L43.
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rnteracting in this ç{ay enables the inciividual to
abide "unsoj-lecl by the v¡orlrl." The taking up of the

dhamma through the perception of impermanence provides

refuqe. From the perception of impermanence the rurking
tendencies of greed, hatrecl, and clelusion are des r-royed.

These underlying traits of mj_ncl are the cuase of the

bondage of the individual to the network of craving. lrith

the erimination of the cause comes the eri-mination of the

ef f ect; the incl.ividual becor.les f ree f rom craving. Thi s

freedom enables the individual- to abide in thr.. world wittror"lt

being defileci by it:

When a monk lives much rvith the
thought of inipermanence . (repeateci
with ' ill .in impermanence' and 'no self
in ill') heaped around the mind, the mind
draws back, bends back, turns Ìrack frorn
longing for life, ancl is not clistendeci
thereby. f2Sr

Tlrc elirnination of greed, hatred, and delusion

is the highest attainment possible; it is the freeclom from

hardship, ancl a state of moral beatitude. vre will return

to a discussion of .l-ik¡eration or sal-vation in Buddha in

our formal analysis of nibbana , but here r.'re will draw

some conclusions about the inpact of the penception of
impermanence on the character of the individual. As one

comes to realize that compounded thingsr or sense objects,
can provide no lasting happiness, refuqet ot reward the

basis for attachment to compounded things or sense objects
is eliminated. fn eliminating the basis of attachment

this student starves the network of craving; he/she provides

no bocli Iv anci/or mental 'material' to the process. In
(28) Anguttara tùJ<rrya, r'o1. n/ (1%5) , p,29
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cloing, the student eliminates rebirth;

So seeing ( the imPermanence of the
fiye Khandas), brethren, the well taught
ArrÊn disciPle is rePelled bY bodY
( idpeat for each of the Khandas ) '
Beinq repelled by it, he lusts not for it,
not Íusting he is set free. ' ' thus he
realizes, Rebirth is destroyed, hired is
the righteous life" . (2g)

elimination of rebirth is salvation' It is the

of the passions in the elimination of the evil traits

mind.Thereleasefromcravingistheelimination
greed, hatred and delusior¡ and the ciestruction of rebirth'

The perceiving of impermanence, breth-
ren, if prãcticed and enlarged, wears out
all sensüal lust, all lust of rebirth'
all ignorance wears out, tears out all
conceit of 'r amr . rt is the utter
passionless ceasing, the giving uPr the
ãbandonment of, the release from, the
freedom fronn attachment to, that craving'
This, brethren is called the ceasing of
the separate (called) person pack' (30)

Samyutta Nikayà_vol. rrr (1954) , p.20 -

r-TI r1954) p.f32-I"4.

ca lm-

The embrace of pufrila action hingcs upon' and

f irmly establishes, a san-khar-a (volitional state ) that is

evaluated as 'goodt due to its being oriented to an avoi ' d-

ance of harm to self and other. This mental state

(sankhara) is a form of desire, with its object being profit-

able to both self and other. we have emphasized that moral

evaluation in early Bucldhism centers upon the actorts

mental state associated with the action being evaluated'

(29'

(30) Samyutta Nikaya vol
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For this reason, âñ action that conduces to profit of both

self and other can be evlauated as "good" (puäìia) without

being evaluated as perfect, ot "fully gooc1" (l<usala)'

The clistinction we are drawing here, between 'good' and

ttperf ect" or "f u11y developed" f ocuses up()n the volititr nal-

state that is associated with puñña and is disassociated

with kusala. 'Good' volitional states are associated

with puãña, and 'bac1' volitional states are associated vrith

pa.pa, in accordance with the object of the volition, and

the underJ-ying cause of the volitions. r¡le notec] that

in the practice of sila the underlying ca.uses (greed,

hatred, delusion) are l-essened, ancl that with this arose a

calming of the passions. This caJ.ming of the passions,

the tradition teaches, is manifested as a decrease in

the force an<l domination of the negative nnental volitions

(sankhara) that bring an inclividual to act in an untrainecl

manner. r,{hite frufrfra decrea.ses the force of unprof itable

mental s tates it conditions the development of profitable

mental states. Kusala does not operate in this manner,

for the object of lalsal,a acts is the tranquility of all

volition, and thus of atI sa¡Àbe-r,a (discrete volitional

states). We have outlined the development of puäta in our

analysis of s.iÞ. and k¡rrna r Kusala is not involved with

!ggg.- considerations, but rather provides the force with

which the meditation on irnpermanence can bring the individual

to ¡jå@þ- f reedom-
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Skilted action (t< usala ) cannot be associatecl with

any volitional state for two related reasons. FirstIy,

any volition, whether good or bad, is a type of desire,

and any desire, whether good or bad, militates against the

perspective of nonattachment. The development, cultivation

and final perfection of the perspective of nonattachment is

the key to nibbanic freedom. At some point, then, the path

to@caI1sfortheeliminationofthementaIstateof

volition. This aspect of the B'-rrìdhars teachi-ngs has proven

to be very difficult for the western student to unclerstand

and will be elaboratecl upon. The second reason for the

dissassociation of sankhara with -hf¿g.ala-is that even the

desire oriented toward profit of self and other involves the

interest in merit and clemerit; this is delusion. The

individual who develops any mental state of volition is still,

to some degree, in bondage to the underlying evils of greed,

hatred and delusion, though his/her intentions may be of

the purest kind. Even the purest intention is still an

intention, a lust or desire that must be abandr:ned in orrler

to act in a fully infornned, skilled manner (k-r'sa1a). For

this reason, k'usa.la t'indicated a special sense of moral

value (it) includes aII puiifia plus other commenclable

qualities that even a. person who has discardeA purìila might

possess. . . puñ'ña was evidently a term whj-ch excfusively

signified the'good'of the person who is yet in samsara,
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whereas lflsala cannot Ìre qualif ied in this sense ' 
rr

Themeclitationonimpermanenceinvolvesthe

critical step outside of the law of l<aqrm This step is

broughtaboutbythedisinterestinmeritanddemeri-t,

itself achieved in the meditation' Perhaps what we are

here attempting to convey is best illustrated as a con-

tinuumdefinedprimarilyintermsofdegreesofattach-

ment.Theclearestcaseofevilactioninvolvesthehighest
degreeofattachment,anexampleiskillinq.Thefulll'
developed perspective of non-attachment results in the

clearestcaseof..]@(forwantofabettertranslation
,,fully informed good action"), paramakusala, in which greed,

hatrd and delusion have been overcome. Paramakusala does

notinvoIveany.g,@becausetheoriginatingcauSeSof
volitional states have been overcome. Action of thi-s type

involves a specific consciousness ( vinnrtticitta ) and f lows

nautrally from a purified character' An example may be

generosity performed without any thought ef kamra or

reward.Asthestudentprogressesthroughtheexercisesin

the meditation on impermanenee he/she Secomes disinterestecl

in the things of the world. This clisinterest develops

into a perspective of non-attachment, from v¡hich tsE4g-

action may ensue.

Theperspectiveofnon-attachmentcanbedevelopecl

throughvariousmethods.Wehaveuotlinedthisdevelopment

in accordance with an understanding of a¡a-tf-a and the
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paticca sarfìuppada, the medit-ational practices of the

brahmavj,haras and the conternplation on imperanence ancl the

behavioral practices in sila.. The perspective i:ecomes

perfected in the higher attainments of Lhe medit-.ationaI

enterprises of the divine states of consciousness and the

contemplation of impermanence. We are here interested

pri¡narily in the higher attainments because they reÌate

the individual to nilrbana. In these higher achievements the

defiling states of mind are elininated, and with this

elimination comes the extinction of volitional sta'res of

mind.

The individual who, through his/her following of

the ÊÞrc (teaching), has achieved a state described in

the canon as not-greed, not-delusion, and not-hatred,

acts in a skilled manner. In the place of sankhara, Such

an indidivudal has developed a particular consciousness

called vimutticitta.Ltjmutticitta is a state of mind charac-

terized by the e>ctj¡ction (the "utter fading-out") of

volition. Non volitional activity is hard to comprehend

because the nsual conception of action involves the ascription,

to the agent, of pa-rticular motives or desires. An un-

motivated individual would, to the western mind, appear to

be robotic, âh automaton. A standard conception of what it

is to be human includes such notions as individual motives

or desires; these intentional states are thought to be what

animates the individual, what makes the person what he or

she is. The elimination of these volitional states of mind
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seems t-o rlestr:c¡)¡ the integrity of the self , somehow making

the indivídua.I less human. Vle see here that such volitional

states can only be founded upon greed and/or clelusion and

that, for the Buddha, such states block the individual from

being futly open to his/her environment. The Buddha's notion

of ra¡r_ -perfected hinges upon the elimination of the evil

statse of mind. Vimutti citta, the consciousness borne of

the extinct-i.on of tLre dcf ilements, is a sta.te of being

related to the world. This relation to the world is

characterized by not-self , ancl is manifested by the pel:spec-

tive of non-attachment. Vimutticitta Iies at the same

Ievel in the individualr s mind as d j-d greed, hatred ancl

delusion. This consciousness also functions in the sarne manner

as did these originating causes of action (though with a differ-

ent result ) ; vimutticitta dominates the life of the trained

individual as much as the evil states of mind dominate the

life of the untrainecl iirdividual-. Not-9reec1, not-hatred'

and not-delusion determines the action of ¡¡s aratrat (en-

-1-iqhtened one); kusala action f lows naturally from a purif ied

character.

The consciousness that underlies paramakusala

(kusala perfecte<l) is a state of being related to the world'

This consciousness enables the individual to view him/herself

as not being essentially distinct from 'the other'. Not

viewing him/herse.l-f and the surrounding environment as

distinctrhe/she is unattached, and viev¡s those around

him/her and his/her states of mind roith equanimity. He or
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she is composed and confident; he/she is virtuous ancl can

only act in as morally praisewortLy manner. This cloes not

mean that he/she transcends the ethical Iife, on the con-

trarl' he/she is the moral paradigm of not-greed, not-

hatred, and not-delusion. The {g¡Àt is enlightened; for

Ruddha this means that the individual stands in the proper

relation to the worlcl and, as a result, is "possessecl of

k.rsaIa. rr (32)

tr{e call thegg,¿þa! 'the moral paradigm' rather

than 'the paradigmatic moral figure' to drive home the import

of 'bei.ng possessed of lgeetq'. Such an individual j.s not-

greed, not-del-usion, not-hatred; he or she is not a substance

v¡ith qualities. Vimutticitta dominates the individual and

brings the individual to stand in a relation to all things.

The internal is no longer distinct from the external, the

fl,æha! is not-greed, not-hatred, not-delusion and is in

relation to all things in accordance with not-self-

The arahat is the fully enlightened moral agent.

The consciousness that he/she has achieved ensures that aIl his/her

actions will be good. The êrahat may perform actions that'

if performed by a less trained nidividual, would be evalu-

ated as pufiña.. An example may be generosity. The generous

individual who is yet in samsara. will be motivated by

thou.glrts of reward or avoiclance of punishment; he/she

may desire to establish a positive rebirth. The eæþAl

(32) Because I am not a Pal-i scholar, I draw heavily on P.D. Premasirr
transl-ational work oir the terms prfilña and \gs-ala-. In his lectures
del-ivered at- Peraúeniya,Univer3ity in 1986, Premasiri characterized
niþþaqe as "a state of being poss0ssed of þsala." Unfortunatel$,
he did not þrovide textual reEerencês fcr this c*a"acterization,.
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who performs acts of qenerosity does so with no thoughts
of kamma or rewardi he/she is as much the recipient as the
giver of his/her generosity. sympathetic joy takes on a
new menainq vrhen the individual is properly related to the
worr-d. Being as much the receiver as the giver is the
strongest statement of an other regarding ethic; it is
equivarent to undifferentiated agape in the chrsitian
tradition.

Being rerated to the worrcl as a not-serf is
enrightened ar-truism. The arahat is an artruist because
he/she acts in a way that conduces to the profit of the
environment he/she lives in. The enrightened aspect of
this altruism ries in the relation between the arahat and
the surrounding enviro.i.êflt; fronn this state of ,being
related' issues action that is not conditioned by interest
in merit or reward. The arahat is enlightened because he/she
stands related to the worrd as a not-serf. ïn acting with_
out interest in reward the arahat is the truest artruist.

Because all actions of the afahat originate in
not-greed, not-hatrecl, not-delusion they are guaranteed
to be good, to conduce to the proflt of both serf and other,
where the self is as much the other as the other is self.
The individuar who is possessed of .husara rives in the
v¡orld and yet remains 'unsoiled by the world..il ïn eliminating
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the underlying clef ilements of mincl the arahat f rees him/herself

from the causal processes involved in sarnsaric Iife. Being

"possessed of kusala" means being cornpl-eteIy dominated by

not-greed, not-hatred, not-delusion. This is the ultimate

refuge, for the individual in this state views all sensory

and mental events with equanimity and non-attachment.

In the 'mental life' of the untrained individual

the states of mind are compounded, and ar ì se in accordance

with the causal relations taught by the doctrine of inter-

dependent co-arising. The mental life of the ¿rahat cannot

be so described, for he/she has stepped outside the law of

ka.mm+. In stepping outside this law, the arahat is no longer

subject to the relations of the Paticca samuppada. He or

she can observe the environment and See how the things of

the world arise and pass away in accordance with the twelve-

fold formula, yet his/her mind is no longer affected by the

things of the world. Being no longer affected he/she does

not stand in a causal relation to the world. As such, he/she

is outside the .p¿'-icca samuppada. Y:!mgtt!-ç.lËg is uncom-

pounded; it cloes not arise in accordance with the doctrine

of compounded things. Not-greed, not-hatred, not-delusíon,

being possessed of l<usaIa, standing in the proper (not-self)

relation to the world, and (as we. shall soon see) being

truly happy are not myriad aspects of a compounded whole;

vimutticitta is Uncompounded, a state of being perfected.
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reala is one of "tLie two princi-pal ethical terms

in early Buddhism. " KusaLa is a terrn used for the evaluation

of the beha vior of individuals who are either in samsara or

nibbana. Our analysis thus far has emphasized the character

and function of paramakusala, or the highest kusala, relat-

ing this term to a state of being related to the world as

a not-self. This state is characterized aS a conscious-

ness borne of not-greed, not-hatred, not-delusion. Greed,

hatred, and delusion are the originating causes of the

behavior and character of individuals in samsara, while

their opposites form a consciousness that is nibbana. Not

all -kg-*. acts refer to the individual in freedom, some

acts of kusala refer to the individual yet in samsara.

Paramakusala characterizes the behavior of the ¡rahat, but

individuals in EêIBsêEa are capa.ble of kusala action.

vüe identified the statement 'creatures are heirs

to deeds'with the lav¡ of kamma and, therefore, with the

twelvefold formula of interdependent co-arising. V{ith the

identification of the ethical term ptfü" in this context

v¡e are able to conclude that varying degrees of attachments

are to be associated with both 'good' (pufüa) and 'bad'

(papa) action performed in samsara- The attainment of nibbana

includes a radical departure from k.ammic ccnsiderations,

and is founded upon detachment from questions of merit

or reward. The ûâ ticca samuppada , theref ore, nnust ref er

to the genesis of phenomena occurring vrithin a realm that

includes the human perspective of attachment ( to varying
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clegrees). The highest .kl¿-sala. action issues from a

cha::acter that exemplifies non-attachment. since the

p¡dticca samuppada is to be construed as relevant to

notions of becoming.(and, therefore, of birth), conditionality,

and rise and falL, the highest kusala cannot be a conditioned,

impermanent phenomena, nor can it be cleveloped in the

course of the process of krecominç1. The stat-e of being

possessed of husa-I-? is the ultimate refuge from the unsatis-

factory life. This enables the arahat to live in the world

wihtoutbeing affected by the worId, the perfectecl perspective

of non-attachment renders the statennent tcreatures are

heirs to deeds' irrelevant to the life of the arahat.
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NíL,'bana

The preceeûing analysis of kusala focuses upon

pa.EamalusaJ.Â, the fu1ly-informed, skilled action of the

arahats (enlightened ones). The highest kusala actíon

embodies moral perfection, what we take to be the

fundamental, pervasive aspect of níbbana. On the surface,

nibbana appears to have merely tangrential relevance to

morality. David Little and Summer Twiss interpret nibbana

as a religious state, a non-ethical symbol that is used to

validate moral judgements. Even Buddhaghosa, the central

figure Ín the historical development of Therevada Buddhist

thought, interprets nibbana as the sphere of ultimate

Reality. In this secÈion we shall demonstrate that nibbana

is properly understood as a state of moral perfection, of
understanding, and of b1iss, and that the aspect of moral

perfection is fundamental.

In the Samyutta Nikaya, nibbana is defined as

fol-lows:
Nibbana, Nibbana! is the saying, friend

Sariputta. Pray, friend, what is destruction
¡ibbana? The destruction of lust, the
destruction of hatred, the destruction of
illusion, friend, is called nibbana. (1)

The destruction of these root evils constitutes a

spíritually elevated character. In our analysis of the

(f) Samyutta Nikaya, Vol. IV (l-956) , p. 1-70.
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Buddha's doctrine of effective action, we saw that the

advantage of accepting the efficacy of action, and living

one's life in accordance with this accepLance, is allied to

puríty. The realization of nibbana embodies the fullest

statement of this advantage; the arahat has regulated

his/her verbal, bodily, and mental behavior in such a $tay as

to purify his/her character. Such an indÍviduaL has

developed a mental state that is purífied, freed from the

malignancy of sense pleasure, of eternalism, and of

annihilationism. All defiling perspective and behavior has

been abandoned:

for the brother who has destroyed the asavas
(cankers), lust is extinguished, hatred is
extinguished, illusion is extinguished. (2)

The cankers of sense pleasure, of eternalism, and of

annihilationism have been destroyed due to the elimination

of their root causes; this is an "internal" purity that is

to be understood in terms of a spiritually elevated

character. The freedom from all defiling t.raits of mind

constitutes an unshakable refuge from the moral perversíon

that the tradition associates with the untrained life.

In our analysís of pa.Eaaa-.kus-a-Lar wê outline the way

in which this "internal purity" becomes manifest outwardly

in wholesome verbal and bodily behavior. With the

attainment of nibbana it becomes impossible for the arahat

(2) Samyutta Nikaya, Vol. IV (1956) ' p. 1'46.
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to perform any action borne of greed, hatred t ot delusion,

all of his/her actions will be skilled (kusala) . The

actions of the enlightened ones flow from a transformed

character that is characterized by not-greed, not-hatred,

and not-delusion. Such actions are spontaneous, devoid of
volitional impulse ( iqpfilnra -ì . This state of moral purity
is the end result of tire conscientíous regulation of verbal,

bodily, and mental behavio r;however, with the attainment of
nibbana, "conditioned" moralit.y is set aside. As the

individual progresses along the Buddha's path, the

underlying tendencies to behave Ín an unskilled manner are

reduced, and replaced with the tendency to behave in a

skilled manner. With this progression, "good" skilled
action becomes easier to perform. With the attainment of
nibbana, the performance of kusala action flows naturally
from this elevated character. This "natural flow of skilled
action" constitutes a process of moral action that. is
different from meritorious action (puñfra) performed while

in samsarai the arahat "does not do any acts, whether they

be good or evil, wit.h the expectation of reward, nor do

these acts have any efficacy for brj-nging about karmic

consequences in the future." (3) This "unconditioned" moral-

purity is manifested outwardly in skilled act.ion.

(3) Jayatilleke, K.N.i Ethics in Buddhist Perspective,
V']heel Publication #L75/ 176 Ceylon (L972) Buddhist.
Publication Society, p. 24.

I
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This "setting aside" of conditioned moralityr or

action associated with volitional impulse, constit.utes what

we take to be the most complete statement of non-attachment.

the total disinterest in kamma or reward enables the arahat

to act in ways that do not conduce to harm of self and/or

other; this, the tradition teaches, is the highest moral-

attainment:

I, monksr sây that not-hurtfulness is
the highest satisfaction among feelings
(to) not strive for own hurt, others, both;
experiences feeling that is not hurtful. (4)

The

in

enlightened ones are completely unattached; they do not,

fact, "strive" for anything. The elímination of the

underlyÍng causes of craving and graspíng constitutes the

highest "state" of non-attachment; this detachment from

craving of sense pleasure, of continued existence

(et.ernalism), and/or of existence to end (annihilationism)

constitutes the freedom of nibbana:

Discipline is for the purpose of restraint,
Restraint ís for the purpose of nonremorse,
Nonremorse is for the purpose of gladdening,
Gladdening is for the purpose of happiness,
Happiness is for the purpose of tranquility,
Tranquility is for the purpose of bliss,
Bliss is for the purpose of right knowledge
and vision,
Right knowledge and vision is for the purpose
of dispassì-on,
Dispassion is for the purpose of fading away
(of greed) ,
Fading away (of greed) is for the purpose of
delÍverance,

(4 ) Ma j jhima Níkaya,
p. 11-8.

VoI. I (1967) "Mahadukkhakkhandasutta",
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Deliverance is for the purpose of knowledge
and vision of delíverance,
Knowledge and vision of deliverance is for
the purpose of complete extinction
(of craving) through not clinging. (5)

unattached, he is set free, and the knowledge
comes in freedom about freedom. (6)

The moral purity of nibbana is manifested internally

as a pure state, as a state of being, characterized by not-

greed, not-hatred, not-delusion. This state is manÍfested

outwardly in action that does not conduce to harm of self

and/or other, non-attached action that is not conditioned by

volitional impulse. The combination of this interdependent

internal and external moral purity is what we take to be

moral- perfection. Nibbana is a state of freedom from

defiling traits of mind, a state of detachment. This moral

perfection consÈltutes the final victory, an unshakable

refuge from impure mental states and unskilled behavior:

asavas in me are abandoned though born ín
the world, grown up in the worId, having
overcome the world, I die unsoiled by the
worId. Take it that I am a Buddha. (7)

The moral perfection that constitutes nibbana is, in

some ways, discontinuous with the varying degrees of moral

goodness developed whíIe in samsara. The individual who is

intent on bettering his/her current existence, or in

Buddhaghosa, (1%4), p.13

Samyutta Nikaya, VoI. fV

Samyutta Nikaya, VoI. IV

(s)

(6)

(7)

(1956) , p.

(1956) , p.

256

44
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securi-ng a posÍtive rebi-rth, is capabr-e of attaining a high
level 0f moral goodness, but is incapable of attaining the
moral perfection of nibbana. rn our analysis of the
medítation on impermanence we noted that the decision to act
in a way that accrues merit, while this decision may resurt
in actíon that does not conduce to harm of ser_f and/or
other, is stíll a mani-festation of delusion. The morar-

agent in samsara, while he/she may act in a morarly
praiseworthy manner, sti11 "partakes in merit and demerit..,,
The foundation for furly informed, skilled action lies in
the development of disinterest in kamma or reward.. This is
what we take to be the main ',principle of discontÍnuity,,
between good moral action and moral perfection. The morar
perfection of nihhana results in action that is not
conditioned by volitionar impurse,. this',uncond.itioned
morality" is set apart from good (samsaric) morality in that
the former incrudes a r-evel of understanding that is
antithetical to the foundation of the tatter. This
understanding develops the perfection of the perspective of
non-attachment, and is developed in panna (the sphere of
higher wisdorn). Of particular interest here are the
abnifrfr.", six specific forms of higher knowredge. v,Ie wilr_
here demonstrate that these forms of hlgher knowledge are of
a moral- caste; and that this moral knowledge functions to
develop the perspectÍve that distinguishes moral perfection
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from "good moraÌity." (8)

Before we move to our anal-ysis of the specific

content of each partícular abnir{fla, wê must first become

cl-ear on the foundatÍon of this understanding, and the

character of the knowledge obtained in pflula. Panna is

built upon the foundation of sila and samadhi. We have

characterized both sila and samadhi as focusing upon the

development of the perspective of non-attachment. We not,ed

that the development of this perspective functíons in easíng

the psychological condition characterized by greed, hatred,

and delusj-on. Thís perspective further functions as the

final preparation for the cultivation of the higher

intuitive wisdom of panna. With the attainment of upekkha

(equanimity, detachment) the mind of the meditator is

composed (it views rival states of mind with equal mind) and

pliant. t{e describe the mind of the meditator as pliant

because the mind is no longer agitated by the passions, and

is capable of focusing upon a particular abhififia. This

capability is dependent upon the foundation of

non-attachment, for unattached the mind is not affected by

impure thoughts (e.9., thoughts of sense pleasure, egoism or

attachment to existence, and/or annihilationism or hatred of

existence). The Buddha felt that there are "five mental-

(8) The followingr examination of the abhifrfras is taken from
notes on a series of lectures presented by P.D. Premasiri
and Peradeniya University. Unfort.unately, he provided no
scriptural references .
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hindrances" t.hat block an individual from realtzaLion of

nibbanai they are urge for sensory gratification, malice,

sloth (torpor), laziness/boredom, worry/confusion, and

doubt/skepticísm. Sila and samadhi are taught. in order to

eliminate the first four, and to develop a foundatÍon,

centered around the perspective of non-attachment, for the

removal of the final hindrance. This final hindrance is a

manifestation of delusion, and must. be replaced with an

understanding of the justification for disinterest in kamma

or reward.

In the "Chandasutta" the Buddha condemns moral

systems based upon revealed truths, scriptural authority,

and speculative reasoning. In the "Kalamasutta" the Buddha

praises the charter of free inquiry as the means by whích an

individual can know what is "right" or "good". In order to

completely eradicate delusion, the individual must arrive at

a "first-hand knowledge" of the good. This knowledge must

be arrived at through the individual's own effort, and must

be based upon the indívidual's own experience. The

teachings of the Buddha are extended as "training
guidelines"i the verbal, mental and bodily purity of nibbana

is the end result of the individualrs own conscientious

effort.
We have emphasízed the general character of t.he

Buddhars teachings as centering around the interrelated

development of a perspective of non-attachment and

elj-minatíon of greed, hatred, and delusíon. In the
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"Sangtaravasutta" of the Majihima N'ikaya the Buddha States

that hÍs theory of reality is based upon the supercognition

of the aþbiñ.ða,:, a set of "mental experiencesrr that are

purely nonsensuous. For the student of Buddhism' Lhen, the

final verificatÍon of the Buddha's teachíngs comes with the

attainment of p¿n¡3. Thís "final verification" functions to

eradícate any remaining doubt or Skepticism on the part of

the individual. V'fith the elimination of all skepticism of

the Buddhars teachings, the "follower of the dhamma" iS able

to fully comprehend the dhamma (teachings) and its caII for

detachment from "the things of the world. " This

understanding replaces even the most subtle manifestations

of delusion; at this point the student no longer fínds any

justification for interest in kamma or reward, and

recognizes the perit (in terms of repeated rebirths) in

partaking of merit and demerit. There are no further

hindrances blocking the individual from attainment of

níbbana.

The Buddha did not claim omni-science, but he did

claim tevijjo, or attainment of the a¡.¡'ifrffas necessary and

sufficient for emancipat.ion. The a¡frifrfias are six psychic

pourers (iddhi) acquired in the development of higher

(intuítÍve) wisdom. We characterize the knowledge obtained

as intuitive because this knowledge is not derived from an

ordinary type of sense experience. The cultivat.ion of panffr

is a purely mental direction, and consists of focusing the
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mind, which has become composed through sila and samadhi,

upon a specific content. Tevijjo, the understanding

necessary and sufficient for emancipation, consists of the

third, fourth, and sixth abhinna. V'Ie will here examine each

in turn.

The third a¡hifria is dibbacakku t ot clairvoyant

vision. This is the ability to "see" contemporaneous events

occurring beyond the normal range of vision. A special,

higher application of dibbacakku is cutapapatanna, or the

"luminous eyerr through which the meditator is able to
observe how beings depart from this world and take on a new

birth Ín accordance with their actions and characters. This

higher application of the mind verifies the Buddha's polemic

against annihilationÍsm, for from this "mental experience"

the individual is able to derive a víew of survival as a

fact. Man/woman is understood as not being a mere

collection of material elements that dissolve at death. In

recognizing that beings are reborn in accordance with their
actions and intentions, the student is abl-e to verify not

only the Buddhars doctrine of rebirth, but also his doctrine

of kamma (moraI causation). Beings are seen to develop a

psychological base through their verbal¡ bodily, and mental

behavior, and in so doing develop a votitional force that
survives death. This "volitional force" cannot, the

tradition teaches, be thought of as a substance. The

"Iuminous eyer " therefore, also functions to verify the
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Buddha's position against eternalism. In seeing how

individuals pass away and are reborn ín accordance with

theír actions and intentions, the individual who has

achieved this ahhifia can recognize the tendencies of

certain actions to be causally linked with specific
consequences. This functions not only to verify t.he general

view of moral causation, but also to verify the Buddha's

specific moral prescriptíons that, taken together, form

sila. The experience of the "luminous eyer', the tradition
teaches, functions to verify the falsity of et.ernalism and

annihilationism, and the veracity of the Buddha's extension

of the causal law into the moral reaIm, the doctrine of
reblrth and its connection to moral causation, and the

tendency of specific actions to be correlated with specific
consequences, the backbone of the silas.

The fourth ahhiflfia is pubbenivasanussati t ot past

life remembering. With this attainment, the individual is
able to trace his/her past lives, thereby verifying kamma

and rebÍrth on a more personal note. This capability also

traces the origin and development of the anusayas, the set

of dormant proclivities to action that form the

psychological base that accompanies birth. Thís ar,nifrña

functÍons to verify the Buddhars teachíngs in a way very

similar to the "l-uminous eye, " Lhough on a more personal

note.

The sixth and final ab¡ifr'fia provides the individual
with a calmness of mind that lances even the most subtle
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connection to greed, hatred, and delusion. This ahhiita

provides the complete elimination of the cankers, the mental

defilements that are analogous to the physical malady of a

degenerative disease. v'fith this attainment the student

derives a mental steadiness from the total elimination of

the psychological base of greed, hatred, and delusion. The

individual's psyche at this point is entirely composed of

not-greed, not-hatred, and not-delusion. Defiling thoughts

of anger, lust, and interest in reward are no longer

possible because the psychological base of root evils that

could previously be augmented and manifested are eliminated.

with t.he attainment of this abhiåfia, the student becomes an

arahat.

An analysis of the understanding associated with

nibbana is not completed by an anlysis of the anhifff,as, fox

there 1s a final knowledge attained in níbbana:

DeLiverance is for the purpose of knowledge
and vision of deliverance. (9)

Unattached he is set free, and the knowledge
comes in freedom about freedom. (10)

The fÍna1 knowledge of, and about, freedom is not attained

until the individual is truly free (in nibbana). Complete

understanding of the final refuge is not possible until the

individual has attained nibbana.

From the preceding analysis of the abhi'fifras we are

(9) Buddhaghosa, p. l-3

(l-0) Samyutta Nikaya, Vol IV (l-956), p. 256
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able to conclude that the tradition teaches the highest

wísdom to consíst in knowl-edge of moral truths. A

,'first-hand knowledge" of the good is what the Buddha takes

to be the highest wisdom. Each ahhif,åa consists of a

specific content derived from a "mental experience"; the

Buddha did not posit an intuition of a non-natural property

of "goodness. " An action is good due to its relation to its

underlying (psychological) cause, and its tendency to

conduce to profít of both "self" and "other. " Because the

understanding assocíated wíth nibbana ís of moral truthsr wê

conclude that the moral aspect of níbbana is fundamental.

This consists in an understanding of truths refevant to the

moral tífe, and in the elimination of the moral evils.

This understanding and elimination of greed, hatred,

and delusion enables the arahat to embody a "natural

morality" as opposed to the "conditioned morality" that

obtaíns in samsa¡a. Good moral action is, in nibbannic

freedom, defined in terms of the skilled State arrived at

through the verbal, bodity, and mental training developed in

accordance with the dhamma. With the elimination of the

unskilled states (the underlying moral evils) ' good

(skitled) moral action flows naturally from a character

trained in the dhamma. A "natural fl-ow" determines the

actj-on of the a-raha!' as opposed to the volitional states

that condítion the behavior of the individual still- in

samsara. The knowledge of moral truths attained in panna

enables the indívidual to perfect his/her perspective of
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non-aEtachment, through eliminating any remainÍng doubt or

skeptlcism about renouncing all thoughts of personal profit

and/or reward. The a.r.ahal is fully satisfied and feels not

wants nor desires, as such he/she develops no volitional

states (sankharas); his/her action fLows naturally from a

satisfied mind. This aspect of n'jJcþana, that. of

satisfacÈÍon, affords the greatest happiness (sukha). This

highest sukha is the blÍss of bodily and mental composure'

The Buddha recognized a hLerarchy withi"n human happiness,

with kammasukha, sense pleasure, occupying the lowliest

position, and paI3nasukba, the joy of bodily and mental

composure, occupying the highest. we will here examine the

role of human happiness in evaluating human action, and give

a brief outline of the bliss associated with nibbana.

In the Buddha's analysis of existence, he evaluated

the untrained life as being wholly unsat'isfactory (dukkha) '

In the "Titthayatanasutta" the Buddha characterizes the

entirety of exístence in terms of interdependent co-arisinq,

and defines the Þatticca samuppuda as follows:

"This is the arising of the whole mass of
II1." This, monks, ls called "the Aryan
truth of the arising of I11.'' (11)

III(dukkha)istheresultofanindividualbeing

attached to comPounded things:

This saYing of mine, 'whatsoever is
experieñced, that is joined yill r11" $¡as

ut'teredconcerningtheperishable,transient

(11) Anguttara Nikaya, VoI. I (l-970) ' p. l-60
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nature of compounded things, of their nature
to fade a$¡ay and to cease . (I2)

Since all things in sansara are compounded, and, therefore,

Ímpermanent, the whole of the untrained life is

unsatisfactory. Without the training in the dbanna, an

individual cannot be haPPy.

It is impossible, it cannot come to pass'
that a man possessed of right view should go
to any compounded thing as permanent - this
situation does not occur It is impossible

that a man possessed of right view should
go to a compounded thing as happy - this
situation does not occur. (13)

\^iithi¡ samsâra there are pleasant feelings, but total

satisfaction is impossible. The things of sense are

transient, and provide no permanent refuge from the

unpleasant. The Buddha feLt that, given the character of

the untrained individual, he/she cannot be happy. Though

the untrained Índividual be capable of feeling sensual

pleasure, he/she is in bondage to dukkha (i11), and, as

such, cannot properly be said to be happy;

Vthoso brethren, takes delight in eye, takes
delight in ItI. Whoso takes delight in Il1,
is not released from I11; I declare. (14)

In addition to being incapable of attaining true

happiness, the untrained individual can only exacerbate

hís/her unsatisfactory condítion; the bondage of dukkha

Samyutta Nikaya, Vol.

Majjhima Nikaya, VoI.

Samyutta Nikaya, VoI.

.J

(L2',)

( L3)

(14)

Iv (1956), p. 145

III (L962r, p. 1-07

IV (1956) , p. 7
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assures that the untrained individual can only degenerate:

The untaught many folk, brethren, knows no
refuge from painful feeling, save sensual
pleasure. Delighting in sensual pleasure,
the lurking tendency to sensual pleasure
fastens on him. He understands not the
arising and destruction of feelings, nor the
satisfaction, the misen, the way of escape
from feelings. As he understands them not,
the lurking tendency to ignorance of neutral
feeling fastens on him. If he feels feeling
that is pleasant, he feels it as one in
bondage paÍnful (same) neutral (same)

This untaught many folk, brethren, is
called in bondage to blrth, death, sorro$r,
and grief, woe, Iamentation. He is in
bondage to I11. So I declare. (15)

Without the proper training, the individual can only augment

his/her unhappiness. The untrained life, the Buddha

t.eaches, is analogous to a degenerative disease. The

individual is born into samsara with a set of díspositions;
these disposÍtíons constitute a "perverted perspectj-ve."

ThÍs perverted perspectlve, the tradition teaches, blocks an

individual from beíng happy; the perspective of attachment

is a disease. This diseased condition, if left unaddressed,

functions to promote actions that can only lead to further
degeneration of character; unhappiness breeds unhappiness.

In our analysis of the pa'-tícea samuppac¡a and kamma,

we noted that the perspective of attachment feeds the

network of cravÍng, and that the network of craving

functions to defile the individual's character. Para1lel to
this degeration of character, the tradition teaches, is an

increase in unhappiness. The obstacle to true happiness is

(15) Samyutta Nikaya, Vol. fV (1956), p. L40
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the perspective of attachment

And what
monks. (16)

is Ill-'s tie
and its corrollary, craving.
in source? Cravj_ng,

ft is that craving that leads back tobirth, alonq wirh rhé i;;; and tusr rharlingers lonéing1y 
"o, h;;;, now there; nameJ.ythe craving for sensual plåasure, the craving

!o be.born again, the 
"rã"i"g for existencet,o epd._ Such, .monks, is-'the Aryan truthabour rhe arising or'rii. --irzl

Birth is illl 
_ 
old age is itl, diseasei11, death is tJt, 

. 
griËi, 

*ão..or, 
mi-sery,distress, tribulatiõn ãiå irr, not to qerwhat one wants is i1lfold bunch of ctinging t"""¡.""-rr,".ã^i*ii11. (18)

l-s

e
Q

The key to true happiness, then, consists in elirninating the
network of craving through deveroping the perspective of
non-attachment.

rnsofar as an increase in unhappiness is correlated
to a degreneration of character, an increase Ín happiness
must be correlated to a purífication of character. Actions
that are known not to conduce to harm of self and other wir-l
function inwardly ín easing the underlying root evils. The
signpost of qood, meritorious, and skilled action i-s a
tendency toward the promotion of sukha (happiness) and
elimination of crukkha (unhappiness) ;

( 16) Angnrtt ara Nikava

(17) Çamvutta Nikava,F.L. lVoodard. tlrzacc
(l-965) , p. 357.

Vol_. rrr (1961) , p

Vol. V. Translated
Co. London for pali from the palÍ

Text Societ,y

294

(1e¡ Anguttara Nikaya Vol. rlr e96I) , p. 2g4

by
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But what, revered Ananda, is the bodily
conduct that is not offensive to
intelligent recluses and brahmans?

Whatever the bodily conduct, sire, that is
skilLed.

But what, revered sir, is skill-ed bodily
conduct?

Whatever the bodily conduct, sire, that has
no blemish.

But !.¡hat, revered sir, is the bodily conduct
that has no blemish?

Whatever the bodily conduct, sire, that is
noninjurÍous.

And what noninjurious?
Whatever the bodily conduct, sire, t.hat is

joyous in resul-t.
And what joyous j-n result?
Whatever bodily conduct, sire, that does not

conduce to the torment of se1f, and does
not conduce to the torment of others, and
does not conduce to the torment of both,
and of which the unskilled states dwindl"e
a$¡ay, the skilled states increase much
(19)

Actíons that are oriented toward the avoidance of harm of

self and other are joyous and promote skilled (internal)

states, while diminishing unskilled states.

In our analysís of the understanding associated with

níbbana we noted that knowledge of moral truths must,

according to the Buddha, be first hand and derived from

experience. As an individual progresses along the moral

life taught by the Buddha, he/she uses the intention of

human happiness as the guide of human behavior. Acting in

accordance with the promotion of happiness of self and

other, the individual also elevates his/her charact.er. In

foll-owing sukha as the criterion of right action the

individual not only affords happiness of both sel-f and

(19) Maj jhima Nikaya, voI. rr (L957) , p. 299
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other, but also develops his/her perspective of
non-attachment, and lessens the greed, hatred, and delusion

that maligns his/her character. With the perfection of the

non-attachment and the complete elimination of the moral

evils, the individual attains nibbana and experiences the

highest b1iss. Insofar as an individual must know a moral

truth for him/herself, we must conclude that the guide for
moral- behavior is the tendency of an action to promote

happiness. The far-reaching implications of this conclusion

is that t.he moral life, and the dhamma that culminates in
nibbana, are not formulated ín liqht of nibbana.

An individual does not know about freedom until
he/she ís in freedom (see Samyutta Nikaya, Vo1. II, p. 66 in
translation). this means that an individual cannot have the

goal of nibbana in mind, and act accordíng to this goal.

Rather, the individual must progress in his /her following of
the dhamma by following the crit.erion of human happiness.

Action that proceeds from the perspective of att.achment

conduces to the greatest misery of both self and other (an

example is killing), while non-attached action conduces to
t.he greatest profit of self and other (an example is
generosity performed wíthout thought of reward). As the

individual progresses, in keeping with the criterion of
happiness, he/she develops his/her perspective of
non-attachment. Vùe have noted how this perspective

functions to lessen greed, hatred, and delusion. With the

knowledge attained in paruìa the individual perfects his/her
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perspective of non-attachment and completery eliminates
greed, hatred, and delusion. This is the attainment of
nihbana and affords the highest bliss in the final_ victory
over dukkha (unhappiness) .

they, friend, whose lust is abandoned
whose hatred is abandoned whose ill_usionis abandoned of a nature not to ariseagain -- they, friend, are the happy ones inthe worId. (20)

The path reads to nibbana, then defines its end result. The

Buddha teaches a "self-furfillíng ethic" without positing a

sel-f. This is a virtue ethic that has morar perfection as

its end result.

An implication of the preceding analysis of nibbana
ís that the interpretations offered by Littre and Twiss in
comparative Re] igíorrs Ethics and by Buddhagosa in the
Visuddhimagga are incorrect. (2t¡ passages in the Canon

that seem to justify viewing the nibbana as a religious
(ethically neutral) sphere (see l,ittle and Twiss), or an

ultimate bhava (ReaIity) systematically distinguished from
the ordinary (see Buddhagosa), speak of nibbana as a

not-born, not-become and as uncompounded (see the udana),
and as being beyond merit and demerÍt. we are not here
interested in providing complete refutations of these rivar
int.erpretations, but rather in addressing the scriptural

(20) Samyutta Nikaya, vol. Iv (1956), p. 1,j

(2t¡ Little, David and sumner B. Twiss: cpmparativeReliqious Ethics, 1-st ed. New york, Harper and Row (1978)
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passages that appear' at first glance, to support a

supernatural interpretation of nibbana.The projects of

Little and Twiss and Buddhagosa are similar in that they

construe nibbana as a sphere of realiLy fundamentally

different than the sphere of reality popularly regarded as

the ordinary. According to Nyanaponika Thera, Buddhagosars

attempt to interpret nibbana in this way was a reaction

agaÍnst claims that the Buddha'S teachings embodied some

form of nihilism. (221 We feel that, in addition to this

interpretation being incorrect, a demonstration that the

Buddhars teachings do not embody a form of nihilism is best

developed in a way that avoids the supernaturalism

associated with positing the existence of a plane of being

over and above the ordinary. Little and Twiss' motivation

for developing an interpretation of nibbana that construes

nibbana as a religious realm seems to stem from their

definitions of religion and morality. Litt1e and Twiss

develop their definitions as an elaboration upon

"traditional (Western) conceptions" of religion and

morality. By "traditional conceptions" þte mean something

like: "Morality is concerned with the relationship between

man and man lRe]igion] is concerned wíth the

relationship between man and Some higher pol^Ier or idea." (23)

Litt.le and Twiss see morality as addressing the

(22) Nyanaponika
Publication #L1,,
( 1- 959) , p9s . 4-8

Thera; Anatta and Nibbana , Wheel
BuddhÍst Publication Society, Ceylon

(23) Little, David and Sumner B. Twiss (19' '), p. 5
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problem of cooperation, and religion as addressing the
probrem of interpretability. rn light of these definitíons,
we see that the teachings expressed in the pal_i canon do not
centrarly address any rerationship between "man and some

higher por^rer or ídea." Littre and Twíss, normativity seems

t.o color their interpretation of Buddhism, for if we are to
define religion and morality as they do, and hord that the
teachings in the canon constitute a religion, we must l_ocate

some "noti-on of a sacred authority that functions to resol-ve

the ontological problems of interpretability." ea¡ Based

upon the scriptural passages that speak of nibbana as a

not-born, not-become, uncompounded, and as a state beyond

merit and demerÍt, the Buddha's notion of nibbana appears to
lend itself nicely to supernaturalistic interpretation.

We feel that the description of níbbana as a

not-born refers to the mentar state of the arahat. Notions
of moral perfection, understanding, and bliss are
nonsensical except ín reference to living human beings. rt
is the arahat's morar perfection, understanding, and

happiness that define nihbana. Nibbana cannot be an

objectÍve sphere that exísts whether or not actuar living
beings reside in it, for nibbana is nothing more than the
arahat's moral perfection, understanding and briss.
Following this line of reasoning, not-born is t.o be

interpreted as referring to the arahatrs mental- and bodily

Qa¡ rbid., p. 56
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behavíor. The arahat's thoughts and actions flow naturarry
from his/her elevated character; thoughts are not-born of
greed, hatred, and derusÍon, and actions are not-born of
volj-tional states. A similar interpretation can be given to
not-become. rn attaining morar perfection the arahat has

destroyed the network of cravj.ng. rn so doing, he/she has

lanced any connection between him/herself and the process of
becoming. The enlightened ones, the canon teaches, have

developed complete detachment from kamma and rebirth, and

have thereby destroyed any relevance of becoming to
themserves. Theír thoughts, characters, and actions are
completely dominated by not-greed, not-delusion, and

not-hatred, and are therefore not-become. For the
enlightened ones, "rebirth is destroyed, hired is the
righteous life, " and fired is the process of becoming.

fn our Section on the paEic.ca samrron¡d¡ and kamma,

we noted that the prereguisite for the performance of fulry
informed, skilred action consists in the total disregard for
kamma and reward. T^IÍth this detachment comes the
eLimination of delusion. The arahat is indeed in a ,,sphere,,

beyond merit and demerit, for not only does he/she have no

interest in meri-t and demerít, but also none of his/her
actions can result in the accumulation of merit and demerit.
The enrightened ones embody a morar perfection that is
different from the conditioned morality that operates in
accordance with the law of kamma, and, therefore, are beyond
merit and demerit. The falsíty of the inference from
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"beyond merit and demerit" to "ethically neutral" consists

in not recognizing the difference between moral perfectíon

and conditioned morality, and their principal- et.hical- terms,

kusala an¿ zuflÀa, respectively.

The characterization of nihbana as uncompounded is

also consístent with our interpretation, for:

and what, brethren, is the Uncompounded? The
destructíon of lust, brethren, the
destructj-on of hatred, the destruction of
illusion. (25)

The destruction of the moral defilements eLiminates all

volítional states (sankhara) . As a result, nibbana is

uncompounded (a sankhara). (261

The comprehensiveness of the doctrine of anatta is

Lot.al. Both samsara and nibbana are devoid of sel-f or

substance. To interpret niþþana as a simple (uncompounded),

permanent (not-born) sphere of reality (bhava) that obtains

whether or not living human beings abide in it, is to

complet.ely misunderstand the Buddhars teachings as a whole.

Based upon this discussion of rival (incorrect)

interpretationsr \^rê can become clear on the general status

(25) Samyutta Nikaya, Vol. IV (1956), p. 256

(26) In his book, Causality: The Central Philosophy of
Buddhism, David Kalupahana explains that, in describÍng
nibbana as the uncompounded, the canon uses asankhara, and
never apat icca samuppada. In the "Tithayatanasutta" the
Buddha describes the formula of the elimination of dukkha as
"from the cessat.ion of this, that. ceases.rr If we connect
Kalupahanars pioneering work with the passage from the
Samyutta Nikaya that describes the Uncompounded as the
destruction of greed, hatred and delusion and the general
formula "from the cessation of this, that ceases" üIe develop
a coherent picture of nibbana that does not include any
notion of an independent, permanent Realíty.
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of morality in canonical Buddhism. The highest attainment
of a human being consists in moral perfection. This means

that morality cannot be relegated to being a means to a

morally neutral end. The fundamental aspect of being a

human consists in interacting with oneself and one's

environment; morality concerns us ultimately. Moral_

training functions to promote one's own werfare and the
wel-fare around oneself; this is the loftiest. concern open to
man/womankind.

Because knowledge of freedom does not come until
freedom, and knowledge of a moral truth must be first hand,

it follows that the end result (nibbana) does not define the
path reading to the result. Morality can "stand on it.s own

feet"i the individual- who does not attain nibbana can stí1l
act in a good manner, provided he/she embraces action that
does not conduce to harm of self or other. The principle of
continuÍty between the following of t.he path (whire in
samsara) and the attainment of the end resurt (nibbana)

consists in an índivíduar character. The indivídual becomes

moralry perfected in perfecting his/her perspective of
non-attachment, in the finar renunciation of selfÍsh
affliction. This moral perfection defines the end result,
níbbana. The moral life, therefore, is not dependent upon

some "sacred authority" or religious (non-ethical-) sphere

for its validation.

our own welfare and the welfare of those around us

concerns us ultimately. Every experience r,rre have, either
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personal or r^rith those around us, is heavily laden with
ultimate concern. The pa tieca samuppada teaches the

student of Buddhism the genesís of those around him/her, the
unsatisfactoríness of all conditioned things, and that
attachment assures the continuity of the process.

Attachment, the tradition teaches, is present in every

experíence of the ordinary, and, with it, the carl for the

development of non-attachment. The ordinary teaches the
follower'of the Buddha the necessity of developing a

character freed from greed, hatred, and delusion.
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Conclusion

By taking into account what Little and Twíss refer

to as "related notions of moralityr " (1) this paper has

emphasized the moral import of the fundamental teachings of

the Buddha, as present.ed in the PaIi Canon. In the

introductory section of this paper, r¡¡e remark that the study

of ethics provides a general rubrÍc within which the

Buddha's teachings may be presented in a holistic and

comprehensive manner. We feel that the study of ethics is

uniguely gualified to provide a comprehensive examination of

the thought of the Buddha. This paper has presented the

moral system of the Buddha as autonomous, and as the primary

concern of the Buddha. Conspicuously absent from this paper

ís any development of the non-ethical, purely religious

teachings of the Buddha. We feel that there are no

teachings of the Buddha that are devoid of moral concern'

and that, of all the worldr s reJ-igions, the system of

(1) David Litt1e and Sumner Twiss, oP. cit., p. 27. The
related notions are "intentions, attitudes, motives,
practíces and characters (those with) some more or less
direct reference to the fundamental notion of action." Our
project elaborates upon these notions to give a
neo-Aristotelían reading, while Little and Twiss are
decidedly Kantian in thelr conception of other-
regardj-ngness.
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thought presented in the Pali Canon is unique in thís

respect. In Western religious thought, especially

Christianity, religious teeachings are clearly distinguished

from moral teachings. We feel that the distinctÍon between

the "religious" and the "moral" is problematical wÍth

respect to the Buddhism found in the Pali Canon. The Buddha

was prímarily interested in the way in which individuals can

live their lives so as to maxÍmize the happiness, and

minimíze the harm, of both self and other. Yet we also feel

that the teachings found in the PaIi Canon do properly

constitute a religion. In this final section of the paper'

we wilL characterize the view of the Buddha as to what

constitutes the "religious" and the "moralr " identify the

special relationship between the two, and conclude with an

analysis of the personal awareness that is implied by this

peculiarly Buddhistic account of the relationship between

religion and moralitY. (2)

A retigious claim is primarily about "the way things

are." Religious claims are truths, statements of matters of

fact. We feel that the conspicuous absence of any form of

(2) We realize that "personal awarenessrr is an obscure and
ambiguous term. Hopefully our use of Ít will become clear
in tñe course of this section. Preliminary description of
the meaning of this term should center upon the composure
associated with the elimination of the foundation for
feelings of possessiveness, coupled with the related
understanding that nothing is substantial, or worth being
miserable about. This understanding and composure, this
section will argue, result in the student being fully awake,
and open to his/her surroundings. "Personal awareness"
refers to the religious/moral interpretive framework
provided for in the doctrines of anatta and the palicca
samuppacla.
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supernaturalism in the principal teachings of the Buddha

does not prevent this System from being a religious system.

The Buddha's religious teachings are extended as truths;

their principal focus is on exÍstence. The religious claims

of Èhe Buddha state what exists and what does not. To use a

vocabul-ary familíar to the Western student, religious claims

are "isrr statements.

Religious claims, "'is' statements, I' collectively

form an interpretj-ve framework. statements of the way

things are, such as the Four Noble Truths, provide a

framework within which an individual may ínterpret his/her

environment. This framework, itself composed of factual

cLaims, provides a method for elaboration upon, and

interpretation of, discrete facts of the environment. The

religÍon expounded in the Palí Canon provides a particular

view, or perspective about the way the world is. (3)

The principat rellgious claim of the Buddha is the

conjunction of the existence of the five khandas

(aggregates) and the truth of anatta (egolessness). Things

exist, such as the five kbAnçla-S., and are devoid of self .

This general religious claim finds its specific elucidation

(3) We reallze that the ascription of a "vie\^¡" to the Buddha
can be thought of as problematical, but wish t'o avoid
concerning ourselves with that traditional and, vre fee1,
long-windéd debate. what Iúe \dant to stress, however, ís
that the religious truths taught by the Buddha can be seen
as providing ã vehicle for coping with the complex relations
obtãining within the individual and his/her environment.
These teãchíngs provide a specific interpretive framework, ,
one that stresses the absence of substance and the
fund.amental interrelationshlp of all phenomena.
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in the - patic¡a samuppacla, the twelvefold formula for the

arising and cessation of phenomena. The religious teachings

of the Buddha constitute what he took to be a comprehensive

account of the way things are; this account includes a

statement of the fundamental ground (the @)
of all things that exist.

' Truth and interpretation, then' constitute the

rel j"gious. the fundamental statement of truth, the Ftiçca

samuppada, includes the input of an individual on "the way

things are. " Included in the Jnticca samuppada are the

network of craving, the process of becoming, moral causation

(kanma and vi.grlce ) , and a doctrine of rebirth that is based

upon the actions and lntentions of people. This rellglous

statement includes an elaboration upon the role of

individuals in perpetuating "the way things are." Things

are the way Lhey are because people are attached to sense

pleasure, attached to existence, or attached to the

elimination of existence. In short, the foundation of the

way things are is the formula of attachment.

According to the Buddha, truth includes a moral

lesson. People perpetuate the state of affairs through

attachment. Trut.h, at its most fundamental level, includes

the condítionals, "if people are attached, then there is

repeated rebirth, " and "1f there is repeated rebirth, then

there is a perpetuation of the way things are". The

religious framework, then, provides a perspective that

targets attachment as the princíple of the continuation of
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the way things are.

If moral statements are evaluative claims made in

light of factual claims, then the relationship between

religÍous statements ("is' statements) and moral claims

("ought" statements) is situated at what the Buddha takes to

be the most fundamental level of existence. The rraticca

samuppada explains that if people are attached then things

wil-I contÍnue to be the way they are, and that if people

become detached from sense pleasure, continued existence,

and elimination of existence, then things will cease to be

the way they are.

The final component in the eguation, then, becomes a

question of purpose. Does the individual want things to

contj-nue to develop in the way they have, or does the

índividual want things to cease to develop in the way that

they have? The Buddha felt that the answer to this question

ís to be settled through an appeal to human happiness. The

Buddha teaches that the question of what constit.utes human

happíness is a question of fact, not attitude. Given the

formula of attachment, the attached indívidual cannot be

happy. The q¡mrrnn¡rle is "the Aryan truth of the

arising of I1I." Happiness is not possible given the way

things are. The question of purpose is the question, "do

you want to be miserable/ continue the process of misery, or

do you want to be happy/ promote happiness?"

The leap from the ''is' statement" to the "Ioughtt

statement" involves the declsion to be happy, to promote the
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happiness of self and other. The moral princiPle' or the

guíding light of the moral life, is human happíness. what

constitutes human happiness is a question of fact, and is

taught by the fundamental religious statement, the

samuppada. In being "the Aryan truth of the arisíng of

IfI',, the .rÉt.ic.â Samuppada teaches the followíng

conditional statements: "if a person is attached (to sense

pleasure, existence, annihilatíon) then helshe cannot be

happy and cannot promote the happíness of others"; and "if a

person is unattached, then he/she is happy and promotes the

happiness of others". (4) I{e may conclude that the backbone

of the relígious lnterpretive framework, and the fundamental

moral principle, are one. The religíous and the ethical

fuse in the doctrine of interdependent co-arísing.

Religion and morality, according to the Buddha' are

Iinked at their respective fundamental fevel. The movement

from ,is' to "ought" ís Conditloned by a factual statement'

i.e., what constitutes human happiness. The paramount

relígious truths are themselves moral Iessons. This radical

assessment of religion and morality is manifested by the

(4) I^tre realize that happiness (sukha), according to the
drâ¿n., admits of degrèès in accordance with attachment
admitting of degrees. en individual yet in SanS¿¡a can act
in a way that dóes not promote harm/injury of self or other.
I¡tre are here speaking of the hlghest happiness (parama $ukha)
in order to illustrate a pointl tn" attached indivídual is
incapable of attaining true happiness, and unsuited for the

"ãt"l"f moralíty that provides the strongest statement of
;;ãiñ.r regardinlness." In other words, to properly regard
the other, an in¿ivi¿uaI must understand the other as being
fundamentally rel-ated to him/herself .
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"personal awareness" that is implied as the purpose of the

Buddha's project..

personal awareness is equally a religious and moral

awareness. In evaluating the religious interpretive

framework of the Buddha we noted that this framework

provides a view or perspective on "the way things are."

This Sta|ement has its greatest meaning in reference to a

religious and moral awareness. The doctrine of not-self is

a statement about the way things arei nothing is

substantial. A translation of this is "nothÍng really

matters." "NothÍng really matters" iS the backbone of the

personal astareness we are referring to here. "Nothing

really matters" refers to Lnsubstantiality, and, Íf properly

understood, functions to promote an awareness that can

condition our interaction with the surrounding environment.

By properly taking this slogan to heartr âfl

indivídual cannot thereby arrive at a ne!.l form of

negativity, but rather the individual deifies (to use a

Western term) the ordinary. (5) There is, according to the

(5) The "superficial" becomes the ultimate. The individual comea to
realize that the realm of the ordínary provides the key to the
elimination of bondage to misery. By "deifyíng the ordinary" we do

not, of course, mean the development of demigods corresponding to
specific aspects of common life (the Homeric gods would be an apt
example of what we do not, wish to imply). Burridge' in "Levels of
Beingr " printed in Outka and Reeder, ed.
Coll-ection of Essays, Anchor Press/Doubleday, New York (1978) 

' 
p. 80,

states that religion ís "that which underlies or pervades anybodyrs
tife." This is similar to what we have found ln the PaIi Canon.
Insofar as the Buddha's teachings are elaborations upon experience
(t.hough the aþhi.tfi¡.e be peculiar "nonsensuous" experiences) , the
cornmon Llfe ís characterized by Ínsubstantial-ity and interdependence'
and. d,ay to day experiences provide the format for voicíng our ultlmate
concern.
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Buddha, no Supernatural realm that could function to províde

succor to an indívidual dissatisfied with the way things

are. The key to being truly happy lies in the ordinary.

ThÍs teaches a new assessment of the common' day to day

experiences. Every common, day to day experíence extends a

glimpse of what, according to the Buddhar shoul"d concern an

indívídual ultimately. PromotÍng the happiness of self and

other Is "the highest satl'sfactlon among feelingsr " and ls

to be achieved through the common experience. The ordinary

demonstrates the paramount religious t,ruths of the Buddhat

and provides the medlum with which the moral principle can

be put to work. This is a nevt apprecLatíon of the ordinary;

the Buddhars relígíous moral systems teach us about the

ordinary, and the ordínary provides t,he medium within which

the Buddha's teachíngs, as a whole' can be realízed.


